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Abstract 

To develop a monitoring technique for estimating the shortwave radiation 

absorbed in the ocean (I:,.) from space, dependence of l: h. and the upward 

irrad1ancc at the top of the atmosphere (I') on cirrus cloud parameters arc 

investigated in a model atmosphere ocean system 1n the wavelength (~) region 

ranging from 0. 285ttm to 5.0ttm. The cirrus cloud 1s assumed to be composed of 

hexagonal icc crystals (columns and plates) . The effects of orientation of 

crystals arc also estimated , for cases in which they are randomly oriented 1n 

spacP and 111 wh ich they are randomly oriented in a horizontal plane with their 

long axes parallel to the ground. The relationships between r:b. (or I') and 

radiance measured by the NOAA AVIIRR radiometer are discussed. Numeri ca l 

simulation shows that the type and orientation of the icc c rystals cannot be 

neglected to achieve the accuracy of lOWm 2 that is required for climate 

undcrs Landing. 

A method is suggested for deriving cirrus cloud parameters over the oceans 

using the visible and near infrared channels(~ 0.63ttm, 0.86ttm, and 1.61 

ttm) of the future series of NOAA AVHRR radiometers . Reflectance and radiance 

of the upwel ling radiation at the top of a mode l atmosphere ocean system arc 

computed at the above wavelengths . The computational results show the 

fcas•b• liLY of deri ving cirrus cloud parameters using the proposed channels. In 

particular, the following features are noted. (1) It IS possible to distinguish 

the thermodynamic phase of cloud particles using multi channels that include 

1.6lttm. (2) Op t ica l phenomena such as subsun and subparhclic circle are noted 

only for two dimensional orientations of ice crystals. (3) Wavelength of 0.86 

ttm is more suitable for thin ci rrus cloud observation than that of 0.63ttm 

because of the effects produced by absorption by st ratos phe ri c ozone and 

scattering by molecules. 
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Chapter Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Opt1cal characteristics of a cirrus cloud, such as optical thickness, water 

content, and the shape, dimension, orientation, and thermodynamic phase of the 

cloud particles, arc noted as essential components for understanding the 

mechanism of cl imatc change or for Improving weather forecasts. Evaluation of 

1ts characteristics is also required to derive surface parameters remotely from 

space. But these characteristic are not known precisely, partly because 

cirrus clouds occur at high altitudes in the atmosphere (sometimes above the 

lower clouds) , and arc not casi ly observable from ground stations, and partly 

because sate! lites cannot measure their precise characteristics, particularly 

1f they arc thin . 

Knowledge of scattering and absorbing properties of atmospheric clouds and 

aerosols is of vital importance for remote sens1ng of cloud and aerosol 

composition. Also, this knowledge is relevant to the radiatiOn budget and, 

hence, to the climate and climatic changes of the earth atmosphere system. The 

radiation budget at the ocean surface 1s requ1red for several research areas: 

(1) as a boundary condition for ocean models, (2) to understand the role of 

radiation 1n air sea interactions, (3) to estimate meridional heat transport 1n 

the oceans, and (4) to validate coupled ocean atmosphere models. The accuracy 

to whi ch incoming shortwave (solar) irradiance must be known fo r such research 

areas is, for example, ~IOWm 2 for monthly averages in each z• lat1tude by 10• 

longitude box in the tropical zone for the TOGA (Tropical Ocean and Global 

Atmosphere) project (WMO, 1984). Accuracy requirements for the surface 

radiation budget for WOCE (World Ocean C1rculation Experiment) proJect is 

similar to that for TOGA (WMO, 1986). Effects of cirrus clouds on the radiation 

budget of the earth atmosphere are, however, less understood, because of the1r 

high locat1on in the troposphere and nonsphericity of 1cc crystal particles. 

For estimating the incident solar radiation at the ocean surface, empir1cal 

or simple physical formulae (bulk models) that arc based on surface 

observations such as cloud amount and type have been widely used (Reed, 1977; 
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Dobson and Sm1th, 1H88; and others) . However none of these formulat> 1s able to 

achieve the~ lOWm "accuracy whi ch IS needed at a number of sta ti ons (Dobson and 

Smith, 1988). :iethods based on sattdl it(' data to PStlmate shortwave 1rrad1ancc 

on the earth's surface have recently been devploped. These methods could be~ 

divided 1nto two categories. statisttcal and phys1cal . Statistical methods usc 

emp1r1cal relationships dcr1ved from co rrelations between global radiation 

estimates from satcll ite data and those from nearby stations (Tarpley, 1979; 

and others) . Tarpley (1979) found a standard error 1n the satellite derived 

da1 ly 1ncident solar radiation at the earth's surface of 10% of tho mean when 

compared aga1nst pyranometer measurements. Methods based on phys1cal models use 

sate! I ite data as an indicator of whtch parameters are necessary for 

calculations of the radiat1on using radiative transfer models (Gautier, Diak, 

and Masse. 1980; D1ak and Gautier . 1983: Moser and Raschke, 1983; and others) . 

ThP accuracy of the Incident shortwave irradiance computed by methods that use 

phys1cal models is, for example . 30Wm 2 for the monthly mean values at noon by 

Moser and Raschke (1983). These physical models usc simple equations or a 

two stream approximation to calculate the radiation, which may be one of the 

sources of the error of tho 1nferrcd irradiances . 

Theoretical st.ud1es of radiation budgets have been reported for an 

atmosphere cloud model bounded by a Lambertian surface (Freeman and Liou, 1979) 

or a cloud I ess atmosphere ocean model (NakaJima and Tanaka, 1983). It was found 

that. radiation absorbed in the ocean (I~t..) is closely correlated wi th 

reflected radiation at the top of the atmosphere(!'), especially if there 1s 

I •t t lc absorption 1n the atmosphere (Masuda and Takashima, 1988). To further 

develop these concepts , the effect of cirrus clouds parameters on the radiation 

in the atmosphere should be evaluated by numerical s1mulat10n us1ng realistiC 

models of atmosphere, cir rus c louds, and earth's surface. In this approach. a 

single scattering phase functton of ice cloud part1cles IS required, and a 

procC'dure to calculate radiative field in a real ist1c atmosphere ocean model 

includ1ng a c 1rrus cloud layer IS needed . 

The most fam1liar icc crystals are the complicated branching crystal forms, 

commonly called snowflakes. Although snowflakes occu r most f requently near the 
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ground, other shapes of ice crystals can occur rlt other heights in thl' 

atmosphere given a propC'r combination of temperature and hum1dity. Ono (l!J70) 

developed a class1ficat1on of typ1cal crystal shapes according lo the 

temperature ranges (Table 1.1). This classif ication is based on an examination 

of more than 10.000 crystals sampled in s 1 tu by f I ight.s through about 120 

clouds during three winters (1966 68) in southeast Australia. and on the 

resu Its of others . As shown in Tab! e I. I, the fundamental form of the ice 

c rystals 1s the hexagonal prism. This geometric form can be classified in two 

basic types, the columnar and the plate 1ce crystal (Fig. I. 1) . 

A summary of 1n s1Lu aircraft observations undertaken from I!J45 to 1980 1s 

g1vcn by Liou (1986), where the predominant icc crystal types a r c nonspher1cal 

bullets, columns, and plates. Change of the bas1c ice crystal form w1 t.h 

temperature is also ind1cated by Ono (1970) (Fig. l. 2). S1zes of 1ce crystals 

reported before 1975 range from lOOttm to 2000ttm (Liou, 1986) . Many c rystals 

w1th sizes smaller than lOOttm may be m1ssed by the sampl1ng techniques that 

have been used. Recent aircraft observati ons reveal that there IS a large 

number of small ice part1cles, on the order of IOttm, 1n cirrus clouds (Varley 

et al. 1978, lleymsfield and Platt, 1984, Platt ot al. 1989) . Tn these 

observati ons , however, small ice crystals have been detected by a scatter probe 

developed for the sizing of spherical wat e r droplets from 2 to 30ttm. 

Therefore, the size distributions of icc crystal in this range arc only very 

approximate and probably accurate to only a factor of 2 or 3 (Platt. et al. 

1989). 

As for the orientation of ICC crystal particles, Ono (1 969) 1ndicat.ed by 

observat ions that co lumnar crystals fa! I with their major axes parallel to the 

ground, while plates fall with their maJor axes oriented honzontally. Platt ct. 

al. (1978) determ1ned from lidar backscattering measurements that ice crystals 

in cirrus cloud at approximately 15° C are predominantly plates oriented 

hor1zontal ly . Optical phenomena such as upper and lower tangent arcs, sun dogs 

(22o parhel ia) observed at the ground arc produced by roflect1011 and refraction 

from icc crystals whose major axes are parallel to the ground (Greenler, 1980). 

If a particle has a spherical shape, the scattering property such as phase 
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Table I. l Typical crystal forws as functions of temperatures 

(afi.er Ono , 1970) 

Temperaturn (" C) Form of tee crystals 

~ 3.o 

3.5 

4 

6 

8 

9. 5 

12 

14 

17 

19 

22 

to 4 

to 6 

to 8 

to 9. 5 

to 12 

to 14 

to I 7 

to 19 

to 22 

to 32 

Simple hexagonal plane ice crystals without any internal 

s true Lure . 

Solid/hollow type columnar tee crystal. 

Needle type columnar ice crystal . 

Sheath type columnar ice crystal. 

Soltd/hollow type columnar tce crystal. 

Thick plate type ice crystal wtth or without hollow structure 

on prism faces. 

Hexagonal plane ice crystals with internal structure. rtbs 

extending along the a axis over the basal faces of the crystals. 

Stellar type plane ice crystals, including plane crystals 

dendrttic extension , dendritiC plane crystals with sector plane 

at top, and plane crystal with dendritic extensions. 

Hexagonal plane icc crystal wtth internal structure. 

Thick plane type ice crystal with hoi low structure on prism 

faces . 

Ice crystals seem to have character istiCS of both plane 

columnar ice crystals . In additton to single columnar or single 

thick plane ice crystals , irregular aggregates of columns or 

sectors are common. Scrol I, side plane and bullet type columnar 

ice crystals are also common crysta l forms . 
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function can be precisely evaluated us1ng ~ie scattering theory. With the 

numerical tables (Oeirmendjian, 1969) and existing Mie computer programs (e.g., 

Bohren and Huffman, 1983), the problem of I ight scattered by water spheres 

seems to have been completely solved. Numerical computations of the radiation 

field includ1ng the effects of cirrus clouds have been carried out by Plass and 

Kattawar (1971), I.iou (1974) , Stephens (1980), Asano (1983) and others. In 

their works, however, the cirrus particles are approximated by cylinders, by 

spheres with the refractive index of ice, or by Henyey Greenstein phase 

functions . Although these models may represent some aspects of scattering and 

radiative characteriSt iCS of cirrus clouds, none of these approaches account 

for thr hexagonal structure of ice crystals. Optical phenomena, such as halos 

and numerous arcs associated with cirrus clouds, cannot be reproduced from 

scaLLering solutions for spheres and cylinders. Unfortunately, it seems to be 

difficult to obta1n the exact phase functions of ice particles, even 1f we 

assume the shape of ice crystals is a simple hexagonal pr1sm. S1nce the sizes 

of atmospheriC hexagonal icc crystals are normally much larger than or at least 

comparable to the wavelengths of solar radiation (0 . 2 5. 0pm) , the geometrical 

optics approx1mat1on method may be utilized to evaluate their scattering 

characteristiCS . Computations of angular scattering patterns for hexagonal ice 

crystals were first reported by Jacobowitz (1971) assum1ng infinitely long 

hexagonal columns. Wendling et al. (1979) , Coleman and Liou (1980) undertook a 

more comprehensi ve geometrical optics approximation analyses to evaluate the 

scattering phase function for finite hexagonal columns and plates. More 

recently, th1s method was extended for the case involving complete polarization 

informat1on for arbitrarily oriented hexagonal columns and plates. whi ch 

includes contr1buttons from geometric reflection and refraction and Fraunhofer 

diffract1on (Cai and Liou, 1982; Takano and Jayaweora, 1985; Takano and L10u, 

l989a) . 

Multiple scattering effects must be included for the calculations of 

radiation for a realistiC atmosphere which includes molecules. aerosols, and 

clouds (Takashima and Masuda. 1988). A variety of techniques have been 

developed for computing the radiance and polarization of multiply scattered 
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I ight (Chandrasekhar, 1960; Twomey et al., 1966; llansen. 1971; Plass ct al.. 

1973; Lacis and llansen, 1974; Takash1ma, 1975, 1985; Nakajima and Tanaka, 1986; 

de Haan et al.. 1987; Ito and Oguchi, 1987; Stamnes et al. 1988: and otht~rs). 

Reviews of these methods arc g1 ven by llansen and Travis ( 1974), van de I luis t 

(1980), and Lenoblc (1985). One of the most widely used methods is thf' "adding 

method". The essence of the adding method 1s a simple straightforward 

geometrical ray tracing technique. If the diffuse reflection and transmission 

functions for the radiation field, which has arisen in consequence of one or 

more scattering processes, are known for each of two layers, the diffuse 

reflection and transmiss1on functions from the combined layer can be obt<uned 

by computing the successive reflections back and forth between the two layers 

(Fig. l.3). Let R1 and r, denote the diffuse reflection and transmission 

functions for the first layer and Rz and T2 for the second layer, D and u for 

the diffuse transmission and reflection functions between layers 1 and 2. and 

R,z and T12 for the comb1ned diffuse reflection and transmtss1on funct 1ons. 

Then equations govern1ng the diffuse reflection and transm1sston funct 1ons for 

the two layers arc written as, 

s R,Rz(l R1Rz) I (I. I) 

D r, • sr~ • Sexp(-r 1/p. 0 ) ( 1. 2) 

u RzD t Rzcxp( r,/JLo) (I. 3) 

R, z Rl I exp( r I I JL) u + r, u (I. 4) 

T12 exp( rdp)D+ Tzexp(-r 1/ JLo) t T2 D (1.5), 

where r' and 1: z are optical thicknesses of layers 1 and 2, rcspect 1vcly, and 

P.o and JL arc cosines of the zenith or nadir angles of the incident and 

emergent radiation, respectively. Note that the directly transmitted rad1ation 

without any scattering processes is excluded in Eqs. (1.2) and (1.5). In Eqs. 

(1.1) (1. 5), the product of any two parameters implies that tntegratton over 

the solid angle 1s to be performed so as to take · 1nto account all possible 

multiple scatter contrtbut1ons expressed as, 

(I. 6) 

in which A and 8 can be any f h o t c parameters R, T, U, and D. llcrc, functions A 
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T, 
(a) 

l(n 

(c) 

Fig.l . 3 Schematic representation of the adding method. 

(a) layer l of opttcal thtckness r . 

(b) layer 2 of optical thickness r ~. 

u = Ltw ~>·U(3>• ··· 

o = Om• 0:21 0(3) ... · · · 

(c) combined layer of optical thickness r 1 and r 2 • 

where the two layers of the atmosphere arc i llustratcd as tf they were 

physically s£>parated for convenience. Tt F shows the inctdent 

radiation at the top. 
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and 8 are based on Chandrasekhar' s definition where relation between incident 

(I,.) and emergent (l,.m) radiations ts expressed by the form (Chandrasekhar, 

1960). 

r. ... (JL. ¢>) = 
4 Tt JL 

I 21lf1 
A( JL , ¢> ; JL' , ¢> ' ) J 1 n ( JL 

1 
, ¢> ' )d JL' d ¢> ' • 

0 0 
( l. 7) 

It should be noted that these equations are for the radtation that docs not 

include polarization effects. A complete set of equations including 

polarizatiOn effects IS given by Hansen (1971). In practice, azimuth dependent 

functtons are approxtmated by a Fourier series expansion in ¢> - ¢>r. ~:ach term 

in the Fourier series may then be treated independently, allowing savings tn 

computer storage requirements . 

The adding procedure is begun for initial layers of such small optical 

thickness that the stngle scattering approximations for the diffuse reflection 

and transmission functions may be sufftciently accurate. Various 10itiallzation 

schemes are summarized by Wiscombe (1976). This procedure may be repeated to 

evaluate the diffuse reflection and transmission functions until the desirable 

optical thickness is reached. When the two layers have the same opttcal depth, 

the addtng method ts referred as the doubling method. 

As discussed before , ice crys ta Is in nature may have a preferred 

orientation in which their majo r axes are horizonta l. In this case, the single 

scattering parameters (phase function , extinction and scattering cross 

secttons) depend on the direction of the incident radtation. Liou (1980) 

undertook the theoretical formulatton for the transfer of radiation 1n 

horizontally oriented ice crystals. Using the doubling method, Asano (1983) 

carried out a detailed analysis of the transfer of solar radiation in 

hypothetical cloud models (Henyey Greenstein phase function) with single 

scattcr1ng properties varying with the 1ncident angle of the light beam. 

Recently the effects of the shape and orientation of hexagonal ICC crystals on 

the solar radiation were examined by Takano and Liou (1989b) and by Masuda and 

Takashima (1989) using a realistic icc crystal model (hexagonal tcc crystals) 

With the a1d of the doubling adding method. The former calculated the reflected 

and transmitted radiance and degree of polarizat1on from a single cloud layer 
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and showed Lhat the spherical model is inadequale for use in the interpretatton 

of bidtrectional reflectance from cirrus clouds. The latLer calculaLed the 

radiance JUSt above and below the cloud layer Ill an atmosphere ocean model. 

Sate! lite measurements call provide global coverage of cloud properties such 

as cloud top height and temperature . cloud amount, and cloud cmiss1v1ty. Such 

data arc esselltial for the inclusion of cloud parameterizations in global 

radiation budget calculation and general circulation models. The International 

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) has been approved as the first 

project of the ~orld Climate Research Programme (WCRP) . The basic objective of 

the ISCCP is to col teet and analyze satellite radtance data to infer the global 

d1stribut1on of cloud effects on climate (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983). The 

prtmary data arc the two standard vtstble (0 . 6!Lm) and IR (ll!Lm) radiance 

collected from geostationary meteorological sate! lites and polar orb1ting 

sate!! I i tes. llowevcr, because of the great variabi I i ty in the OPtical properttes 

of high ci rrus clouds, it is difficult to obtain accurate information about the 

geographical distribution of cirrus clouds ustng conventional visible and IR 

rad tometers . 

In recent years, with the advent of multichannel imaging tnstruments such 

as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the great increase 

in computing power, it has become possible to utilize objective techniques to 

detcrm1ne cloud amount as wei I as some vertical structures of cloud. Arking and 

Childs (1985) used three channels (visible. 3.7/Lm, and ll!Lm) from the AVHRR 

to retr1eve cloud amount, optical thickness, cloud top temperature and a 

mtrrophysic~l monel parameter. Barton (1983) analyzed data from two narrow band 

channels in the 2.7/Lm band of carbon dioxide and water vapor on board Nimbus 5 

to y1eld the high cloud amount and height information. The advantage of us1ng 

this absorption band IS that radiation wh1ch is reflected by the earth's 

surface or by cloud at low and middle altitudes is not detected by the 

rad10meter . ~·or lhts reason, the radiometer is sensitive only to clouds at 

altitudes above 6km. Advances in research have been made on remote sensing of 

vertical structure and cloud amount. employing sound1ng radiometers such as the 

High Resolution Infrared Sounder (IIIRS) on board Nimbus 6 (Fcddes and Liou, 
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1978; Yeh and Liou. 198:~: Yeh, 1984). 

In the decade of the 1990s, a large number of satellt tcs arc betng planned 

for launch that wi II carry out new or improved Instruments. The AVIIIm to be 

planned on board the NOAA K, L. and :1 sate IIi tes is to be changed ht>P,inninr: 

with NOAA K (to be launched in June 1993) so that Channel 1 (0.58 0.68/Lm) 1s 

slightly modified, th(' band width of Channel 2 is narrower (0.84 0.8Hprn), and 

Channel 3A (1.56 l.GG!Lm) is added (Sparkman, 1989). Ahmad ct al. (1989) showed 

the fcasibi lity of csttmating the aerosol columnar abulldance and size 

distribution from these three channels using a regression method. Furthermore. 

since ice exhibits relatively strong absorption at about 1.61/Lm wav(•length 

regton wh ereas water shows weak absorptton. Channel 3A is expected to be used 

for detcrmtning thermodynamic phase of clouds . The normalized spectral response 

of AVllRR IS shown in Fig.l. 4. Curran and Wu (1982) developed a technique f'or 

remotely determining cloud top thermodynamic phase and particle stzcs utilizing 

the measured reflection functions at 0.83/Lm, 1.61/Lm, and 2.125/Lm from 

multichannel scanning radiometers on Skylab during December 1973. Recently, 

Wieltcki et al. (1990) estimated effective cirrus parttcle radius of tropical 

cloud ustng the 0. 83/Lm, 1.65/Lm, and 2. 2l!Lm bands of the ThematiC Mappers on 

board Landsat 4 and 5. However, both analyses are based on hypothetical 

spherical ice particles. Therefore, rapid progress is expected in retrieval 

techniques of c loud parameters from the visible and ncar infrared channels of 

the modtficd AVHRR based on more real1sttc model of ctrrus cloud particles. 

1.2 Outline of the Thes1s 

In this thesis, the effects of cirrus parameters (e.g., opttcal thtckncss, 

water content , and shape, dimension, or1entation, thermodynamic phase of the 

cloud particles), on the earth radtatton budget arc quantitatively estimated, 

and a method for deriving ctrrus cloud informat1on over the ocean using 

measurements made w1th the visible and near IR channels of the future series of 

NOAA AVIIRR radiometers is suggested . Calculations arc carr1ed out w1th the aid 

of the doubling adding method . 

Sincn cirrus clouds exh1bit a variability in the optical thicknoss, the 
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Fig. l. 4 Normalized spectral response of AVI!RR channels 

(after Ahmad et al., 1989). 
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radtance at the Lop of the atmosphere may be aff0cted by background aerosols, 

molecules, and the earth's surface. Therefore, a single cloud layer model is 

not enough to evaluate the effect of cirrus cloud parameters on thc radtation 

to be measured by satellites. A realistic model including clouds. acrosols, 

molecules, and earth's surface should be introduced. The atmosphere ocean 

system used in the present study is described tn Chapter 2, where the 

plane parallel, vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere IS simulated by etght 

homogeneous sublayers. Atmospheric and oceanic components (molecules. aerosols, 

hydrosols. cloud, and ocean surface) are described. 

In Chapter 3, the optical properties of single scattering are examtned for 

(I) hexagonal icc crystals randomly oriented in space; (2) randomly oriented 

with long axis in the horizontal plane as shown by Ono (1969) and Platt ct al. 

(1978); and (3) spher1cal water particles . AI I investigations arc done at the 

effcct1ve wavelengths of the future NOAA AVHRR Channels I (0. 63,am). 2 (0.86 

,am) and 3A (l.6 l ,am) . Sing le scaLLcr ing pr oper ties of he xagona l icc crysta ls 

arc calculated using the geometrical optics approximation method whereas those 

of sphcncal particles are calculated from the Mic scattering theory. The phase 

functton, extinction cross section, albedo for single scattering, and asymmetry 

factor are compared . In par ticula r, the dependence of t hese optical properties 

on the direct ion of the incident radiation is discussed in detail for the 

hexagonal ice crystals randomly or 1cntcd with long axts 1n the hor1zontal 

plane. 

Dependence of shortwave radiation absorbed in the ocean (17~.) and upward 

irradinncc at the top of the atmosphoro (I') on atmosphe r ic and occan1c 

parameters IS estimated in Chapter 4 for cloudless atmosphe re ocean system. 

Effects of aerosols . water vapor content, ozone amount, sea surface roughness, 

whitecaps, and hydrosols on I;b. and I' are evaluated quantitatively by 

Simulating radiative transfer process in a model atmosphe re ocean system. An 

appropriate method to estimate T:b. from space is investigated. 

In Chapter 5, equations of radiative transfer arc der1ved for the 

atmosphere model which contains both hor1zontally oriented ice crystals and 

spherical particles such as aerosols. Ncxt, a dependence of I: •• together with 
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I ' on c1rrus cloud parameters is estimated. The effects of the thermodynamic 

phase of the cloud particles and the shape and orientation of the hexagonal 1cc 

crystals on 1 :b. and I' arC' espec 1a lly examined. Further, a method to 1nfer 

1:, .• and I' from the NOAA AVIIRR radiometer. together w1 t..h i ts accuracy, arc 

d iscusscd . 

In Chapter 6, the effects of the water content and optical thickness of the 

cloud layer, thermodynamic phase of the cloud particles, and the shape and 

orientation of the hexagonal ice crystals on the radiation at the top of the 

atmosphPre arc es t imated at the effective wavelengths of AVHRR Channels 1 (0 . 63 

llm) . 2 (0. 86/l m) and 3A (1.6l!lm) using the single scat t er ing phase functions 

and albedo for s ingle sca t tering which a re described in Chapter 3. A retr ieval 

t..echn1que of cloud parame ters using multichannels that inc lude Channel 3A (1 . 61 

!lm) of the future series NOAA meteor ological sate! I 1te is then suggested. 
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Chapter 2 Atmosphere Ocean ~ ode! 

2. 1 Introduction 

Figure 2. l shows the diagram of the atmosphere ocean system used in the 

present computation . The plane parallel, vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere 1s 

simulated by c1ght homogeneous sublaycrs (0 2km, 2 5km. 5 lOkm, 10 llkm, 

11 13km, 13 20km. 20 30km, and 30 lOOkm). The optical thicknesses of the 

atmospheric molecular scattering constituents and absorbent constituents such 

as ozone, water vapor , and oxygpn arc obta1ned by the LOWTRANS (Kncizys ct. al., 

1983) for the summer midlatitudc region . The vertical aerosol distributions by 

Selby and McClatchey (1972) arc modified so that the optica l thickness (r) of 

aerosols equals 0. 250 and 0.873, respectively, for the clear and the hazy 

models at .t O.S55!lm, which correspond to the visibility of 23km and 5km. 

respectively, at the surface. The c1rrus cloud is assumed to be in the fourth 

layer (10 llkm) . In the present computat1on, six cases of vertical water 

content (VWC O. Ogm 2
, 2. 5gm 2

, lOgm 2
, 40gm 2

, lSOgm ~ . and 640gm 2
) are 

cons ide red. 

The ocean surface is si mulated by multiple facets whose slopes vary 

according to the isotropic Gaussian distribution with respect to sur face wind 

speed (Cox amd Munk. 1955) . 

The ocean is assu med to be homogeneous and its bottom is also assumed to 

absorb all radiation incident on 1 t. The optical thickness of the ocean ( -r) 1s 

assumed to be 20. 0 at 0. 555!l m; the cor respond i ng geomet r ical depth var ies from 

28m to 387m with the change of the tu rbidity condition and the refracti ve index 

of hydrosols . Note that the ocean model with this optical thickness could in 

practice he considered to have 1nfinite optical thickness (Masuda and 

Takashima. 1988) . Reflection by the ocean surface is considered 1n the ent1re 

wavelength region (0. 285 5. 0/lm) . The radiation from below the ocean surface 1s 

considered in the wavelength region rang1ng from 0. 285/lm to 1.0/lm. In the 

wavelength region longer than l.O!lm, the radiation from below the ocean 

surface is neglected. 

In order to calculate the solar radiation, which is discussed 1n Chapters 4 
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Fig.2.1 Diagram showing the atmosphere ocean system. 
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and 5, the extraterrestrial solar spectrum compiled by Iqbal (1983) is adopted. 

We have divided the extraterrestrial solar spectrum from 0.285{J.m to 2.5/J.m 

into 83 unequal tntervals over each of which the optical propprties of the 

atmosphere arc assumed to remain constant (Rao and Takashima, 1986) . Beyond 2.5 

fJ. m, the interval of 0. 1 fJ. m IS adopted. 

The radiation at the top of and tn the atmosphere! occ!an system is computed 

by the doubling adding method (Hansen. 1971 ; Lacis and Hansen, 1974; Takashima, 

1985). The extended diamond initial izat1on is adopted for doubling procedure 

(Wiscombc, 1976). For the numbf'r of discrete directions, the region in the 

atmosphere ts covered by quadrature points determined as zeros of a shifted 15th 

Legendre polynomial of range (0, 1). The quadrature points in the region from 

the nadir to tho critical angle in the ocean are connected w1th those for the 

atmosphere by Snell's law. An add1l!onal set of nine quadrature points is 

mapped into the region from the critical angle to the horizon. 

2. 2 Molecules 

The phase function by the atmospheric and oceanic molecules is expressed by 

the Rayleigh's law gi ven by 

P(8) (3/4) · (l1cos 2 8) . (2. 1) 

where e is the scattering angle. 

As for the ocean, a pure water model is assumed for molecular scattering 

and absorption, where the effect of the dissolved salts is ignored. The 

scattering coefficient of pure water is given by Morel (1974) . The absorpt ion 

coefficient is obtai ned from the imaginary part of the refractive index of 

wa ter given by Hale and Querry (1973). 

2. 3 Aerosols 

Two types of aerosol models, the "oceanic" aerosols and the "water soluble" 

aerosols eiven by Radiation Commission (1986) arc considered. The oceanic 

particles are sea spray particles generated at the sea surface by the action of 

the wind; they consist of 30% sea salt and 70% liquid water. The water soluble 

particles arc continental or igin particles composed of ammontum and calcium 
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sulfate and also organi c components (Shettlc and Fenn, 1979) . The size 

distributions of these aerosol models are r epresented by the log -normal 

distribution functions. 

(ln(r) ln(r)) 2 /(2ln 2 (a)) 1 
dn(r)/dr (2. 2) e 

(2n:) '/ 2 rln( a) 

whe r e the parameters rand a represent geometric mean radius and standard 

deviation, r espec tively . Aerosols are assumed to be sphcr1cal and rand a arc 

0. 3.um and 2. 5l.um for the oceanic aerosols and 0. 005.um and 2. 99.um for the 

water soluble aerosols, respectively. The single scattering phase functions arc 

calculated from :1 ie scattering theory for O. OOl.um < r < lO.um. Phase function 

is shown 10 Fig . 2. 2(a) for A 0. 63.um, where the refract1ve indices are 

1.377 il.54Xl0-A for the oceanic aerosols and 1.53 i0. 006 fo r the wate r 

soluble aerosols, respectively. Note that the imaginary part of the water 

soluble aerosols should be looked upon as effective values as discussed by 

Bohren and Huffma n (1983) in detail. Ma r i t i me aerosol model is s pecif i ed as a 

mixture of the ocean1c and water soluble aerosols (Radiation Commission, 1986). 

The relative proportions of aerosols of oceanic and water soluble aerosols will 

vary with the distance f r om the coast , wind speed and so on . Radiation 

Commission (1986) selected an aerosol model which is composed of 95% ocean ic 

aerosols and 5% water soluble aerosols by volume as a basic maritime aer osols 

model. In th1s thesis, however , t wo extreme cases, a complete ocean ic model and 

a compl ete water soluble model , arc conside r ed. 

2. 4 Hydrosols 

Knowledge of hydrosols , such as size distribu tion , refrac t i ve index and 

turbidity condition , has not yet been established for radiative t ransfer 

calcula ti ons . Therefore. in the present work, the data comp1led by Tanaka and 

NakaJ i rna ( 1977) are adopted . llydroso Is arc assumed to be! spher i ca I and the s 1 zc• 

distribution is given by the form 
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Fig . 2. 2 Phase function for s1ngle scattering for (a) aerosols and 
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d n ( r) I d r c · r 1 
( 0. I ll m < r < 2 2 fL m) , (2.3) 

where c is a constant representing the turbidity condition. For the pure watrr 

ocean model without hydrosols, c 0. For the clear ocean model (C) c 300, 

correspondinp, to the hydrosol's number density of 105 particles/cmJ. Stmilarly 

c. :3000, 30000 for the medium turbid (M) and the turbid (T) ocean models, 

rPspccttvcly. The refractive indtccs adopted arc 1.16 O.Oi with respect to 

water, representing purely scattering hydrosols. To estimate the effect of 

absorption by hydrosols on rad1at1on, absorptive hydrosols with a refracttvc 

index of 1.07 O.Oli 1s also considered, whe re the imaginary part of 0.01 should 

be looked upon as an effective value. Albedo for single scattering of this 

hydrosols ranp,es from 0.693 to 0.639 for the wavelength regions from 0.285t£rn 

to 1.0/lm. The s1ngle scattering phase functions arc calculated from Mic 

scattering theory. Phase function is shown in F1g.2 . 2(b) for A. 0.63pm. 

2.5 Clouds 

Optical properties of single scattering for ice crystals arc computed us1ng 

the geometrical optics approximation with the assumption that their shapes arc 

hexagonal columns or plates. The refractive index of ice compiled by Warren 

(1984) is adopted. The polarizatiOn effect IS neglected. Two cases of 

orientation of ice crystals arc considered. One is three dimensional (3D) in 

type where1n the crystal long axes are assumed to be randomly oriented in three 

d1mensions (PL3 and CL3). The other is two- dimensional (20) 1n type wherein the 

crystal long axes are randomly oriented only in the horizontal plane (PLZ and 

CL2) as discussed by Ono (1969) and Platt ct al. (1978) based on measurements. 

Lengths(/) and radii (a) of he xagonal ice crystals are assumed to be 245t£m 

and 35t£m for the column type and 30t£m and 100t£m for the plate type, 

respectively, on reference to Ftgs.5 and 6 by Ono (1969). The volume of a 

single parttcle is 7. 80Xl0 5 tt m" for either case. 

ror comparison purposes, mass equivalent spherical water particles arc 

consi dered (LL), where the Single scattering phase matrices arc calculated from 

:1 ic scattering theory. The radius of part 1clcs IS 55. 5pm assum1ng that the 

density of icc is 0.92, but uniform size distributions (53.0<r<58.0t£m) arc 
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adopted mainly to smooth out the fluctuation charactrr1stics of scattering by a 

single particle. The refractive index of water by llal<' and Querry (Hl73) is 

adopted. To evaluate the effect of the refractive tndcx, spherical icc 

particles with the same radius arc also consid~rcd (l.S) . Furthermore, cloud 

models Cl, CZ, and C3 by DeirmendJian (1969) arc also compared, whose s1zc 

distributions arc expressed by the modifi ed gamma function in the form, 

n(r) a·rcxcxp( b·rr), (2.4) 

where n(r) is the number of parti cles per unit volume w1th radius between rand 

rtdr. The four constants a, a , b, and-y are positive and real, and a ts an 

integer. Parameters (a, a, b, -y) for Cl, C2, and C3 cloud models arc (2.3730, 

6, 3/2, 1) , (1.0851Xl0 ~. 8, 1/24, 3), and (5 . 5556, 8, 1/3, 3), respectively. 

Their mode radii (r ), size of maximum frequency in the distribution , arc 4.0, 

4.0, and 2.0/lm for Cl, C2, and C3, respectively. S1ze distribution functions 

for Cl. C2, and C3 models are shown 1n Fig. 2. 3. These cloud particle models are 

shown 1n Fig. 2. 4. r'or the cloud of ice crystals (Pl.3, CL3 , PL2, CL2) and 

spherical particles of LL and LS, the vertical water content of O.Ogm •, 

2.5gm 1
, lOgm 2

, 40gm 2
, 160gm 2

, and 640gm 2 (Section 2. 1) correspond to 

particle number dens1t1es of O.Om \ 3.48Xl0 3 m :1 , l.39Xl0 4 m 3
, 5.58Xl04 m 3 

2. 23X lO" m 3
, and 8. 92X 10 5 m- 3

• The optical propert ics of single scatLer1ng by 

these cloud models arc discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

2.6 Ocean Surface 

The ocean surface IS simulated by multiple facets whose slopes vary 

according to the isotropic Gaussian distribution w1th respect to w1nd speed 

(Cox and Munk, 1955). Cox and Hun k made measurements of the sun glitter from 

aerial photographs. Their measurements covered a w1nd speed ranging from Om/s 

to 14m/s. Let us cons1der the average brightness of the sea surface over a 

suff1ciently long time and sufficiently wide surface area to smooth out 

fluctuations due to indtvidual glitter sparkles of sunglint . The avarage is 

then essentially independent of time but varies smoothly with the azimuth and 

the incltnation of the portion of sea surface under consideration. Thus the 

model surface can numerically be Simulated by many facets, whose slope 
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components arc expressed according to a Gaussian distribution with respect to 

surface wind. It is isotropic in the case of the distribution Independent of 

w1nd direction. In this case, the distribution function is expressed as 

(2. 5) 

where z . and z, represent the slope components in orthogonal x andy dtrections 

in mean sea surface plane, respectively. They found from the airplane 

photographs that the mean square slope, regardless of direction, 

a l <z~•z~> ... , • .•. , increase w1th the masthead w1nd speed v(m/s) according to 

a 2 0. 003+0. 00512v ± 0. 004. (2.6) 

In the present computatton, the th1rd term (+0.004) IS neglected. 

Computational accuracy of this ocean surface model has been discussed using the 

energy conservation of the incident radiation on it by Masuda and Takashima 

(1986). Wind speed (v) IS assumed to be 2m/s, 5m/s, 8m/s, llm/s, and l4m/s. The 

effect of the whitecaps on the irradiancc is also considered. Wi de var iations 

exist in the reflectivity and coverage of whitecaps. llowever 1n the present 

work, the reflectivity of the whitecap is assumed t o be 0.4 5 at all 

wavelengths, which is the value adopted by Qu enzel and Kaestner (1980) as the 

reflectivity at .:t =0. 4 0. 75{J.m. The fractional · areas occup1cd by the whitecaps, 
S, arc given by Monahan (1971) in the form 

S 1.2Xl0 3 Xva· 3 (%) . 
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(2. 7) 

Chapter 3 Optical Properties of Single Scattering by Hexagonal Icc Crystals 

3.1 Introduction 

The angular scattering behavior of water droplet cloud may be prrc1scly 

described by the Mi e scattering theory for a representative polydisprrs1on of 

homogeneous water sphere. Based on the exact "'ie scattcr1ng theory , the optical 

properties of water droplets for any wavelength in the solar, 1nfrarcd, and 

microwave spect ra can be eva luated, provided that the droplet size dtstribut1on 

is g1ven. llowever, th(' changing atmosphere also contains m1crometer s1zcd 

aerosol particles and large icc crystals. wh1ch arc nonspher1cal. The 

determination of light scattered by these irregular particles is made very 

ciff1cult by their nonsphericity and the consequent problem of ortentat1on. 

Knowledge of scattering and absorbing properties of atmospheric clouds and 

aerosols is of vital importance for remote sensing of cloud and aerosol 

composition. Also this knowledge is relevant to the radiat1on budget and , 

hence , to the climate and climatic changes of the earth atmosphere system. 

Effect of cirrus clouds on the radiation budget of the earth atmosphere is 

less understood , because of the1r high location in the troposphere and 

nonsphericity of ice crystal particles. The nonsphcrical shapes of 1cc crystals 

depend upon such variables as temperature, saturation rat10, and atmospher ic 

conditions. Under normal circumstances, 1ce crystals have the basic hexagonal 

structure. The fact that we sec halos in cirrus cloudy atmosphere is one of 

examples that cirrus clouds is composed of hexagonal ice crystals. Moreover, 

a~r.ording t.o a numhP.r of in situ observations (e.p;. , Ono, l969) the stzcs of 

hexagonal crystals normally arc on the order of several hundred microns. Thus 

the geometrical optics approx1mat 1on may be appl1cable for the scattering 

study. Using a geometrical optics approximation, the phase functions of single 

scattering of nonsphcr1cal icc crystals have been reported for stmplc hexagonal 

1cc crystals (Jacobowitz, 1971; Wendl1ng et at., 1979; Coleman and Liou, 1980; 

Cai and Liou, 1982; Takano and Jayaweera, 1985; Takano and Liou, 1989a; 

Mu inonen ct al ., 1989) 

In this chapter, the opt ical propertieS of s1nglc scattering are examined 
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for (I) hexagonal icc crystals randomly oriented in space (PL3 and CL3 in 

Pig.2.4); (2) randomly oriented with long axis in the horizontal plane (PL2 and 

CL2 tn Fig.2.4) as shown by Ono (1969) and Platt et al. (1978): and (3) 

sphcrtcal water particles (CI, C2, C3, LL, and LS tn ~'ig. 2. 4). All 

tnvestigations arc done at the effective wavelengths of the future NOAA AVIIRR 

Channels 1 (0 .63p.m ), 2 (0.86p.m), and 3A (1.61 p.m). 

3.2 Phase Function 

Single scattering phase function and extinction cross section (a.), albedo 

for stnglc scattering (wo), and asymmetry factor (<cos8>) were computed ustng 

the geometrical optics approximation, including ~'raunhofer diffraction effect 

(Born and Wolf, 1964) for icc crystals on the assumption that their shapes arc 

hexagonal columns (CL) or plates (PL). For the 30 type (PL3 and CL3), scattered 

energy wa s averaged over 1• 1ncrements in the scatter1ng angle. For the 20 type 

(PL2 and CL2), the phase functton is a funct1on of zenith angle and the 

difference of the azimuth angles of the incident and scattered radiat1on. 

Therefore, 15 different phase functions were calculated for the incident angles 

corresponding to the discrete directions for quadrature points. Scattered 

energy was averaged over the solid angles, whi ch were divided into 900 

directions of the hemisphere[(30:from the zenith to the nadir) X (30:azimuth 

angle from 0 ton)]. For comparison purposes, spherical water particles arc 

also calculated from Mie scattering theory (Oeirmcndjian, 1969). The refractive 

indices for ice and I iquid water used in the present computation are shown in 

Table 3.1. 

F 1gure 3. 1 shows, for A. 0. 63 p. m, phase functions of (a) spherical water 

particles and (b) hexagonal ice crystals oriented randomly in space (30) and 

mass cqu1val ent ice spheres (LS) . The phase funct1ons of C1 and C2 arc almost 

the same, whereas that of C3 1s larger than those at 60" <8<120" and 150" <8. 

The phase function of LL is different from those of C1, C2, and C3 except for 

15" <8<60" . A sharp peak IS noted ate --140°. Generally speaking, the 

phase function of icc crystals in the form of columns shows similar features to 

those in the form of plates. Remarkable peaks arc shown at the scattering angle 
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Table 3. 1 Refractive indices for ice and I iQUid water 

Wavelength 
( P. m) 

O.G3 
0.86 
I. 61 

Icc· 

1. 3on i 1. 04 x 1 o K 

1. 304 12. 15X 10 1 

1.289- i3.4 1XI0 1 

Water'' 

1.332 ii.44Xl0 K 

l. 329- i3. 29 X 10 7 

l. 317- i 8. 69 X I 0 5 

·warren(l984), .. Hale and Querry(l973) 
Because of the small magnitude of the imaginary parts for 0.63 and 
0.86p.m, they are assumed to be zero in the present study. 
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(8) -22o and - 46°. which co rrespond to the halo phenomenon. llowevcr, there 

are differences of intensity ncar 22° halo and at 8>120•. The phase function 

of LS is larger than those of CL3 for 8 < so· except for the 22° halo, whereas 

it is smaller for 60° <8<120° . It is similar to that of 1.1. except for the 

small fluctuations at 100° <8<130° , the sharp peak at 8 -135°, and the 

intensity at 8 >150° . Similar characteristics were shown for the phase 

functions of the larger particles (LL, LS, PL3, CL3) at A. 0.86ttm and 1.61tLm 

(not shown). For the smaller particles (Cl, C2, C3), the phase funct1ons for A. 

0.86ttm were similar to those for A. 0.63.um, but they showed d1ffcrC'nces to 

some extent for A. 1. 61 tt m. 

Figures 3.2(a) and (b) show examples of single scattering phase functions 

of hexagonal icc crysta ls with long axes randomly oriented in the horizontal 

plane (20) for A. 0.63.um. Zenith angle of incident radiatiOn IS so· :and 

azimuth d i fferencc, ¢ ¢ o , arc o· . so· . and 180° • where ¢ 0 and ¢ are 

azimuth angle of the tncidcnt and scattered radiations, respectively. Opt1cal 

phenomena caused by hexagonal ice crystals in 20 orientation arc discussed in 

detai I by Green lcr (1980) and Takano and Liou (l989a). Intenst ty peaks 

corresponding to some of those phenomena are shown in Fig.3.2 by the symbols 

A J. It should be noted that because 2D plates (PL2) turn on only one a x1 s, the 

radiati on could not be smoothed out. Consequently, the radiat1on IS scattered 

into only limited directions. 

3.3 Extinction Cross Section, Albedo for Single Scattering, and 

Asymmetry Facto r 

For 20 type, a,., wo and <cos8> are functions of zenith angle of incident 

radiation. Figure 3.3 shows a. of the hexagonal icc crystals and mass 

equivalent sphe res conside r ed in the present work for A. 0.63.um. For the ICC 

crystals, the effic1cncy factor is assumed to be 2. 0. For the sphC'rcs, a, 

values arc computed from "i ie scattering theory, whi ch are 1.963X104 .um~ and 

l.9S9XI0 4 .um 2 for LL and LS, respectively. The a values for the 20 icc 

crystals arc equa I to those for 3D 1ce crys ta Is at 0 -so· . 
Figures 3.4(a) and (b) arc <cos8> for .:t-0 . 63.um and l.Slttm, 
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respectively. <cos8> for A 0.86tLm is similar to that for A 0.63Jtm, 

therefore it is not shown. <cos8> for 20 ice crystals depends on tho direction 

of incident radiation ( 0 o). and especially <cos8> for 20 plates shows an 

irregular variation with 0 . This is mainly allrtbuted to the fact that the 

radiation, which is calculated by geometrical optics, is scattered to limited 

directions for the 20 plates (Fig.3.2). The <cos8> values for ice crystals arc 

larger at A l.SltLm than at A O.S3tLm. At A - 1.61tLm, absorption occurs for 

ice crystals, and then the contribution of the forward diffractton becomes 

greater in the total radiation scattered by particles. Therefore, <cos8> 

becomes larger at A 1.61 t.Lm than at A. O.S3tLm. 

Figure 3.5 is wo for A. 1.6ltLm. The wo values for icc crystals arc 

smaller than those for water, wh ich is mainly because the tmagtnary part of 

refractive index of ice is about four times larger than that of water at 

A I.SltLm (Table 3.1). Tn Fig.3.5, woof PL2 suddenly decreases at Oo-35° 

this is explained as follows. The incident radiation through the vcrttcal side 

faces are attenuated tn part and go to the horizontal bottom face. There, some 

of the radiation can emerge through the face for () o< 35. so ; consequently, tt 

makes wo larger. On the other hand, total reflection occurs there for Oo> 

35. so . which makes w o smaller. 

Note that it is difficult to compute wo precisely for A. 0.63tLm and 0.8S 

tLm because the imaginary parts of the refractive indices are almost zero 

(Table 3. 1) . In fact, l. 7% and 0. 5% of incident radiations rematncd in the PL3 

and CL3 icc crystals, respectively, after 8 internal reflections under the 

assumption of zero imaginary part of the refrar.tivn indir.P.s. Therefore, wn of 

the ice crystals arc assumed to be unity for 0. 63tLm and 0. 86tLm in the present 

computation . Similarly, Mie scattering computation in this chapter was carrtcd 

out for the sphcrtcal particles wi th tho zero imaginary part of rcfracttve 

indices for A. 0.63ttm and 0.8StLm. For comparison purposes, wl} were computed 

using the refracttvc indices shown in Table 3. 1 for Cl, C2. C3, LL, and LS. 

They were 1.00000 for all parttcles at A 0.63tLm and 0.999965, 0.999976, 

0.999990, 0.999931, and 0.999952 for C1, C2, C3, LL, and LS. respectively, at A 

0.86tLm. Relative dtffercnce between the monochromatic reflcctances (Appendix 
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A) computed using unity of w o and those computed using the above w o were 

0.94%, 0.89%, 0.74%, 0. 67%, and 0.34% for Cl, C2, C3, 1.1., and LS, respectively, 

under the condition of VWC 640gm 2 and e 0 30 • . 
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Chapter 4 Dependence of Shortwave Radiation Absorbed in the Ocean(l : ~ .) and 

Upward lrradiancc at the Top of the Atmosphere (I ' ) on Atmospheric 

and Oceantc Parameters Cloudless Atmosphere -

1.1 lntroductton 

The radiation budget at the ocean surface JS requtred for several research 

areas: (I) 'l.S a boundary condttion for ocean models, (2) to understand the role 

of radiatton in air sea interactions, (3) to estimate meridional heat transport 

111 the oceans , and (4) to validate coupled ocean atmosphere models. The 

accttracy to wh ich incomtng shortwave i rradiance must be known for such research 

areas is, for example, -lOWm 2 for monthly averages in each 2" latitude by 10" 

longitude box in the tropical zone for the TOGA (Tropical Ocean and Global 

Atmosphere) proJect (WMO, 1984) . Accuracy requirements for the surface 

radiation budget for WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Expe r iment) project is 

similar to that for TOGA (WMO, 1986). 

For estimating the tncident solar radiation at the ocean surface, emptrical 

or simple physical formulae (bulk models) that arc based on surface 

observations such as cloud amount and type have been widely used (Reed, 1977; 

Dobson and Smith, 1988: and others). However none of these formulae is able to 

achieve the lOWm 2 accuracy whi ch is needed at a number of stations (Dobson and 

Smith, 1988) . l1ethods based on satellite data to esttmate shortwave trradtance 

on the earth's surface have recently been developed. These methods could be 

dtvided into two categories , statistical and phystcal . Statistical methods use 

emptr ica l re lationships derived from correlations between global radiation 

csttmatcs from sate I I ite data and those from nearby stations (Tarpley, 1979; 

and others) . Results from these methods may be appl tcable only for particular 

areas. Methods based on phys1cal models usc sate! lite data as an indicator of 

which parameters arc necessary for calculations of the radiation using 

radiattve transfer models (Gautier, Diak, and Masse, 1980; Dtak and Gautier, 

1983; Moser and Raschke, 1983,: and others) . The accuracy of the tnctdcnt 

shortwave irradiance computed by methods that use physical models ts, for 

example, 30Wm 2 for the monthly mean values at noon by Moser and Raschke 
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(1983). These phystcal models usc simple equations or a two stream 

approximation to calculate the radiation, which may bP one of the sources of 

the error of the inferred irradiances. 

Theoretical studies of radiatton budgets havP been reported for an 

atmosphere cloud model bounded by a Lambertian surface (FrN'man and Liou, 

1979). Nakajima and Tanaka (1983) evaluated the transfer of solar radtation tn 

the model atmosphere-ocean system and d1scussed the dependence of reflecttvity 

at the top and JUSt above the ocean su r face on the wind speed and optical 

properties of the atmosphere and ocean. Rao and Takashima (1986) examtncd the 

effect of the eruption of the volcano El Chichon on the shortwave trradtance 

(0 .285 2.5p.m) at the top and bottom of the atmosphere bounded by a Lambert 

surface. 

It tS the purpose of this chapter to search for an appropriate method to 

estimate l: b. from space by simulating radiative transfer process tn a model 

atmosphere ocean system (Masuda and Takashima, 1988). As a first ste~ 

dependence of r; , , and the upward irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (I') 

on var1ous atmospheric and oceanic parameters is co mput ed using a model 

atmosphere ocean system under c loudless condition . 

4.2 Spectral Distribution of Solar Radiation 

We have computed the shortwave irradiances between 0.285.am and S.O.am 

(Appendtx A) at the top and just above the ocean in a realtstic model of a 

cloud free, plane para! lei, verttcally inhomogeneous atmosphere ocean system 

(Fig.4.1). The parameters used in thts model have been described tn Chapter 2. 

The accuracy requirement for shortwave irradiance at the ocean surface is 

spec1ftcd for monthly averaged incoming irradiance (J',) (WMO, 1984, 1986). 

Here, the net irradiance, I :h.( I , I • ' ), tS also required for the 

climatological applicatton. In thts thesis, therefore, the accuracy of the t:h. 

is tnvcstigated for space observations. The extraterrestrial solar spectrum has 

been compiled by Iqbal (1983). We have divided the cxtratorrcstrial solar 

spectrum frorn 0. 285p.m to 2. 5p.rn into 83 unequal intervals ovP.r each of whtch 

the optical properties of the atmosphere are assumed to rcmatn constant (!lao 
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,1nd Takashima, 1986) . Beyond 2. 5tt m, th~ interval of 0. Ita is adoptl'd. 

f'irsl. .t comparison of rpfJcctinty JUSt above the ocean surfacP (dcflnPd 

by [''/!' .) computc)d by the present study with those by ~akaJtma and 

Tanaka(l983) was carried out as a func:t10n of Llw solar zenith anp,ll' 0 0 for 

nonacrosol model wtth v 7. 49m/s. The refractive index of hydrosols 1s 

m 1.16 iO . O (medium turbid condition; Fip,.4.2). A general trnnd of reflectivity 

1n the present study agreed well with t.hose of ~akaJ1ma and Tanaka (1983) . ~he 

case of a Lambert surface wtth a reflectivity of 0.0602 , which is thn average 

rpflectivity of the above mentioned ocean model, IS also shown as a rcfcrcn<:P. 

Figure 4. 3 shows Lhe wavelength dependence of the total opt.ical thickness 

of molecul<'s and aerosols in the wavelength regton (0 . 285 5. 0ttm) . The case of 

the clear condition (-r: • ,•-r: ' b • 0. 25 at A. 0. 555ttm) is shown, wlwre l:~ a • and 

r ~ • . reprrsent molecular optical thickness due to scatt.crtny and absorption 

processes, respectively, wh ereas , r~ . and r :,,,correspond to those of 

aerosol scat-tering and absorption . r ~ b • exhibitS spectral characteristics 

according to the absorption bands mainly water vapor and ozone, whereas r '!' ., 

decreases monotonically wi th Increase of wavelength; beyond lttm. it is 

practically negligible. For the ocean1c aerosols, r ~ " ' IS reasonably 

Independent of wavelength, wh ereas r :: ... is small in the spectral reg1on 

constdered here, except at 3ttm (r ~t. 0.1). For the wa ter soluble aerosols, 

1: decreases monotonically w1 th increase of wavelength and r ·h· ranges from 

0.001 to 0. 01 for almost entire wavelength regton cons1dered in this thests . 

Figure 4. 4 shows spectral distributions of the inc1dent solar rad1ation 

( l aa 
1

) and the upward i rrad iance (I ) at the top of the a t.mosphere, the 

downward (I • ~ ) and upward (I' i ) i rrad iances just above the ocean surface, and 

thn radiation absorbed 1n the ocean (J; h. I ~ !"' )for solar zen1th angle 0 0 

45.8• . The incident solar irradiance normal to the incident direction is 

135I.9Wm ~for 0. 285 5. 0ttm (98 . 9% of the solar c:onstant of 1367\tlm ~. Iqbal, 

1983), so that the irradiance normal to the horizontal plane becomes 942.4Wm 2 

for 0 o 45. 8• . The atmosphere is the clear aerosol model in the casn of the 

oceanic typP aerosols with the surfacP wtnd v 5m/s without whitecaps. 

Furthermore', the OG£~an is free from hydrosols . r'or simplicity, this model 
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rig.4 . 2 Total reflect1v1ties for solar radiation just above the ocean surface 

for atmosphere ocean system with no aerosols, v 7. 49m/s, and purely 

scatter1ng hydrosol (m 1.16 iO.O) 1n the medium turbid cond1t1on. 

The case or the Lambert surface of reflectivity of 0. 0602 is also 

shown. 
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Fig. 4.3 Wavelength dependence of the total optical thickness of (a) oceanic 

aerosols and (b) water soluble aerosols (clear condition) ; the total 

optical thickness of molecules is also shown. 

-r ~•l l scattering by aerosols . r ::b. absorption by aerosols , 

r:,, scattering by molecules , r'.:'b• absorptiOn by molecules. 
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atmosphere ocean system with these paramet<'rs ts called a "re ference 

atmosphere ocean system" (RAOS) . I ' ! is composed of the direclly transm1tted 

solar radiation (l d. !) and the diffuse skylight (1 ~ 1 ... ). I' t is composed of 

the radiation reflec ted by the ocean surface and the radiati on transmitted from 

the ocran. I • ! and I • are 686.7Wm ~ and 27.8Wm ~ .respectively, whereas I ' 

amounts to 92 . 4Wm l. !' i is significant only in thn visible reg10n. 1~ •. is 

large in the region ranging from 0.4J,Lm to 0. 7J.Lm. It exhibits small absorption 

in the ocean at wavelengths A. 0. 75J,Lm, 0.95J.Lm, 1. lbJ,Lm, 1.4J,Lm, 1.8 2.0J,Lm, 

2.5 3.4J.Lm, and 4.2 4.5J,Lm, corresponding to the atmospheric absorption bands. 

~~ ~ becomes 658. 9Wm ~ . which corresponds to 69.9% of the 1ncident solar 

i rrad iancc. 

The spectral dependence of I: h. on various atmospheric and oceanic 

parameters is shown tn F1gs.4. 5 4. 10. Figure 4. 5 shows the effect of the 

surface wind speed on 1· ~ , the change of I:b. wi th the change of the surface 

wind speed from 5m/s to 8m/s is shown. Here the change of I;b, is 0.3Wm 2 

(0. 03% of the incident solar irradiance). Figure 4.6 shows the gross estimation 

of the effect of whitecaps on I:b •. Here whitecap coverageS is 0. 24% at v 5m/s 

and the reflectivity is 0.45 as mentioned in Chapter 2. The effect of whitecaps 

on I:b. is found to be 0. 6wm - 2 (0.07%). Figure 4. 7 shows the effect of 

hydrosols on I;b• · The hydrosols affect l;b, in the wavelength region up to 

about 0.8J,Lm. When the hydrosol's refractive index is 1.07 iO.Ol (w o-0. 7), 

l':' b. increases slightly in comparison w1th the case excluding such hydrosols 

(RAOS) . When their refractive index IS 1.16 iO.O (w ., 1.0), r:b. decreases with 

the turbidity of the hydrosols. Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of I:b. in the 

case of the clear atmosphere (RAOS) with that of the hazy condition. l;b. 

decreases greatly when the atmosphere becomes the hazy condition. The effect of 

the amount of precipttable water vapor on r: ~ is shown tn Fig. 4.9. With the 

20% tncrease of water vapor from 2.98cm to 3. 58cm, I':' , decreases by 6. 6Wm z 

(0.70%). Similarly an examination for ozone is shown 1n ~'ig . 4 . 10. I;b. 

tncreases by l . OWm 2 (0. 10%) with a 10% decrease of ozone from 0.324atm em to 

0. 298 a tm em. 
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11.3 Dependence of 1: ... and I' on Atmospheric and Oceanic Parameters 

Dependence' of 1: ... and I' ou atmospheric and oceanic parameters for five 0 11 

valuns is summan:lC'd in Table 4.1. Spectrally iutegrated irradtances for 0 0 

115.8" are shown tn Table 4.2 for various atmospheric and oceanic conditions . 

In thts sectton, dopendence of I:b. and I on various atmospheric and oceanic 

parameters is examined in compartson with the RAOS. 

~·irst. Lh<' effect of the surface wind speed on l;b, and I' is discussed on 

reference to ltnes I, 3, 5, 7, and 9 in Table 4.1 without whttecap effect. 1; 1 .. 

increases by I.OWm 2 and 7.2Wm , respectively, for Bo - 14.. 4" and 72. 4" with 

the change of the surface wind speed from 2m/s to 14m/s . These values are less 

than lOWm l, which is suggested as a guidance of the accuracy for the 

measurement. I' decreases by l.OWm 2 and 5. 7Wm z . respectively, for Bo 14.4 " 

and 72. 4" w1th the same change of w1nd speed. Thus the effect of the isotroptc 

surface wind on these irradtances 1s not very stgnificant if the effect of the 

whttccaps were neglected. The effect of the whttecaps is shown 1n lines 1 10. 

When the wind speed is <lOm/s, the effect of whitecaps is smal l, but when it 

IS >lOm/s, r;b. and I' are greatly affected by the whitecaps, particularly In 

the case of small solar zentth angles. For example, I;b. (I') decreases 

(increases) by 28.1 (24. 9)Wm l for v-1 4m/s at eo 14. 4" in comparison with no 

whttocap cases. llere whitecap coverageS is 0. 01%, 0. 24%, 1. 15%, 3. 28%, and 

7.27%, respecttvely, fo r v 2m/s , 5m/s, 8m/s, l lm/s, and 14m/s (Eq. 2. 7) . The 

reflectivity is assumed to be 0.45 as mentioned in Chapter 2. When v is so 

large that the effect of the whitecaps may play stgnificant role, more detailed 

reflectivity value tncluding the wavelength dependency (Koepke, 1984) should be 

used. 

The effect of hydrosols are shown in Lines 11 , 12, 13, and 14. When the 

hydrosol's refractive tndex IS 1.07 tO. Ol labs(M) and abs(T): wo---0. 7J , r: ... 
(I') increases (decreases) slightly in compartson with the case excluding such 

hydrosols (RAOS: line 3). When their refractive tndex is 1.16 tO. O [sct(M) and 

sct(T): wo 1.0 1
• 17~o. (I') decreases (increases) slightly for the medium 

turbtd cond it ton , set( ~ ): I 0' part tcles/cm '• but they are greatly affected for 

the turbid condition sct(T): 10 7 particles/cm 1 ~. particularly in the case of 
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small solar zenith anelcs. For Pxamplc, J•, (I') decreases (incrrascs) by 27. 2 

(26. 5) Wm z at O o ll\.'1· in comparison w1th RAOS. Thus only when tho hydrosols 

arc purely scattering under a turbid cond1t1on, should the effect of the 

hydrosols on I: b. and 1' be taken into account. 

The effect of aerosols are shown tn Ltnes :1. 15, 16, and 17. r: L. and I ' 

arc largely affected by the turbidity of the aerosols; both for the oceanic and 

water soluble aerosols. For the change from clear to hazy conditions, 

decreases by 52.6Wm 2 and 94 .5Wm respectively, for the oceanic and the water 

soluble aerosols at Oo 1'1.4°; 31\ .IWm 2 and 46.3Wm 2 at 0 0 ·72. 4° . I' 

increases by o13.9Wm ! and 48.3Wm z. respectively, for the oceanic and the water 

soluble aerosols at Oo 1'1.4•; 31\.GWm 1 and 27.6Wm z at Oo 72.1\•. The 

difference of 1: b. and I' due to types of aerosols (I tnes 3 and 16 for the 

clear condition 15 and 17 for the hazy condition) cannot be neglected 

particularly for r- ..• . Thus an appropriate aerosol model should be prepared for 

the Investigation of t:b. and I'. 

The ef fect of the amount of precipitable water vapor on I:b. and I' is 

shown 1n lines 3, 18, 19, and 20. To cover the range of climatic var1abilities 

in the tropics and midlatitudes, the water vapor amounts for mid1atitude wtnter 

and tropical model in LOWTRAN6 (Kne1zys et al., 1983) arc used for I ines 18 and 

20, respectively. I' changes slightly with the change of precipitable water 

from 0.87cm to 4.2cm. However, l:'b. IS greatly affected by the amount of 

prec1p1table water. Roughly speak1ng, the sensit1v1ty of I:·. to the amount of 

precipitable water is 20Wm 2
, 15Wm z , and 7Wm 2 per 1 em, respectively, for Oo 

11\.1\o ,45.8° , and 72.1\o within the range of prcc1pitable water cons1dered 

here. Thus the accuracy better than 0.5 em of precipitable water 1s dcs1red for 

estimation of I:b. for the accuracy better than lOWm 2 • 

The effect of the ozone on I: L. and I' is shown in lines 3, 21, 22, and 23. 

Ozone amount in RAOS is multiplied by factors 0.5 and 2.0, respectively, for 

l i ncs 21 and 23. l' ehanges s I i gh t I y with the change of amount of ozone from 

0.162 atm-cm to 0.61\8 atm em. T;, .. is fa1rly affected by the amount of ozone. 

Roughly speaking, the sensitivity of I:b. to the amount of ozone is 1\Wm 2
, 

3\-im 2
, and 2Wm -Z per 0. J atm Cm, rCSpCCt.ive(y, for 0 0 14.4° ,J\:J.8°, and 72.1\ 0 
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within the range of ozone amount considered here. Thus, the accuracy of 0.1 

atm em of ozone amount is enough for estimation of I:., for the accuracy better 

than lOWm 2 

So far effect of the stratospheric aerosols was not considered. Radiation 

Commiss1on (1986) used aerosol particles which consist of a 75% solution of 

sulfuric acid in water as the stratospheric aerosol model. The size 

distrtbution is represented by the modified gamma function (Eq.2. 4), where 

parameters (a,a,b,'Y) are (324.0, 1.0, 18, 1.0). This aerosol model was 

inserted in RAOS. The optical thickness of stratospheric aerosol was selected 

following the Radiation Commission (1986) with minor change (r 0.001744 and 

0.003 for the layers of 13 20km and 20 30km, respectively, at A. 0.555.um). 

These values are for the normal condition without volcanic stratospheric 

aerosols . The increase (decrease) of 1' (l~b.) due to the stratospheric 

aerosols were< 0.5 Wm 2 for the solar zenith angles considered here. 

As for the solar zenith angles eo. I;b, is a strong function of eo and 

decreases monotonically. For example, it is 987. 3Wm- 2
, 658.9Wm 2

, and 207.6Wm- 2 

respectively for 0 0 -14.4°, 45.8°, and 72. 4° for the RAOS. ln the zenith 

angles ranging from 30.4° to 60.0°, I;b, changes l4. 7Wm 2 per degree on the 

average. Thus a precise solar zenith angles is also required for the remote 

investigation of J:b,. The dependence of I' on eo is smaller than that of 

1:" •. For the RAOS, it is 92. 3Wm 2
, 92 .4Wm 2 , and 88.5Wm 2 respectively for Bo 

14.4•, 45 .8°, and 72.4° 

As stated earlier, the atmosphere aerosols and precipitable water mostly 

affects 1:"' and I'. Therefore the usefulness of the model atmosphere bounded 

by a Lambert surface (MA L) is examined by neglecting the detail contribution of 

the oceanic parameters. The result for a Lambert surface of reflectivity of 

0.0598, which is the average reflectivity of the ocean model in RAOS, is also 

shown in line 24. ~·or Oo 60.0°, I: •• and 1' differ only 1.6Wm 2 and 0. 6Wm 2
, 

respectively from the corresponding values 1n RAOS. Thus this MAL is practical 

for 0 () 60. o· . llowever' for 0 0 away from 60. oo ' there are larger differences 

numerically between RAOS and MAL models. For () o 11.4° , I: ... and I' differ 

29.9Wm;! and 25.7Wm 2
, respecLJvely tn the above comparisons. Thus in this 
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case, an appropriate value of reflectivity should be introduced. 

To search for an appropriate method for evaluating 1:". from satellite 

measurements, the computational results are examined using Table 4.2 for Oo 

45.8° as follows. I', J;b,, and the radiation absorbed in tho atmosphere 

(J~b.) change by 49.9Wm 2, 57.9Wm 2 and 8. 0Wm 2, respectively, with the change 

of the atmospheric condition from the clear to the hazy condition for the 

oceanic aerosols (line 3 and 15); 0.5Wm 2
, 6.6Wm 2 and 7.1Wm 2

, respectively, 

with a 20% increase of water vapor amount (line 3 and 19); 0.5Wm ;!' l.OWm 2 and 

l.5Wm 2 , respectively, with a 10% decrease of ozone amount (line 3 and 22). 

Purely scattering hydrosols in the turbid condition affect I', 1: ... and l~b • 

by 20 . 0Wm 2 , 20.5Wm- 2 , and 0. 4Wm 2 (line 3 and 13), respectively. The ocean 

surface condition exhibits little effect on l', I~b .. and I~h• when surface 

wind speed is <lOm/s. Therefore, I;". may be roughly evaluated using l' 

obtai ned from satellite measurements by neglecting I: b • • But in this procedure, 

r:b. remains as an error . To improve the accuracy of I;b •• therefore, l!b. 

should be simultaneously evaluated. I~~. is affected by water vapor and 

ozone amount, but I' is not very sensitive to their change. Water vapor and 

ozone amount may be evaluated using their strong spectral characteristics. 

However , I!b. is also affected by the atmospheric aerosols, so their effect 

should be estimated as well. In evaluating aerosol characteristics us1ng I' , I' 

is also affected greatly by purely scattered hydrosols under turbid condition. 

Thus to refine the accuracy of measuring r;b., a precise investigation of the 

optical characteristics and turbidity of hydrosols would also be required. 

To validate J;b. derived from satellite measurements, it may be compared 

with that measured from ship. More precisely, the atmospheric and oceanic 

parameters used for deriving I~b• from satellite measurements should also be 

compared with those measured from ship. For this purpose, dependence of l' i 

and r· 1 on the various atmospheric and oceanic parameters is examined using 

Table 4. 2 for () 0 45. 8o . I· 1 exhibits a strong dependence on the atmospheric 

condition. Tt is 686. 7Wm 2 and 630. 7Wm 2 , respectively in the clear and hazy 

condi tions for the oceanic aerosols (line 3 and 15), showing that with the 

corresponding atmospheric change, the directly transmitted solar radiation 
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decreases by 273.0Wm •, whereas the diffusely transmitted radiat1on increases 

by 216.9Wm 2 • The other parameters do not show any sign1f1cant change of I" l 

The purely scattering hydrosols affect the diffuse skyl 1ght (4.4Wm z in the 

turbid condition: lines 3 and 13), whereas they do not affect the directly 

transmitted radiation. Thus to derive the atmosphere turbidity, combined 

measurements of the directly and diffusely transmitted radiations might be 

preferable. The upward irradiance JUSt above the ocean, r· i mainly exh1bits 

dependence on the characteristics and turbidity of hydrosols . If they arc 

purely scatteriny, type under the turbid condition, I' t increases by 24.9Wm l 

(lines 3 and 13), whereas, [• t decreases by 0.7Wm 2 with hyd r osols which are 

partially absorptive type( I ines 3 and 14) . The change of atmospheric condition 

from clear to hazy increases l't by 1.9Wm 2 (lines 3 and 15). Therefore the 

purely scattering hydrosols could be evaluated using t• t but the partially 

absorb1ng hydrosols seem to be difficult to evaluate prec1scly us1ng r· t. 

4.4 Summary and Conclustons 

The present computatton in the atmosphere ocean system show the following 

results. (l) Absorbed radtation in the ocean (I:b,) and trradiance at the top 

of the atmosphere (I') depends mainly on the atmospheric turbtdity. For the 

change from clear to hazy conditions, I:·., decreases by 52.6Wm 2 and 94.5Wm 2 

respccttvely, for the oceanic and the water soluble aerosols at 0 0 111..4" ; 

34. lWm 2 and 46.3Wm 'at 0 o 72.4" . I' increases by 43.9Wm ~and 48.3Wm 2 , 

respccttvely, for the oceanic and the water soluble aerosols at Oo 14 . 4" 

34.6Wm 1 and 27.6 Wm 2 at Oo 72.4° . Different aerosols L.vpes also affect l::'b •. 

(2) Precipitable water also affects I;b,, but have little effect on 1'. Roughly 

spcaktng, the sensitivity of 17b, to the amount of precipitable water is 

20Wm 2
• 15Wm ',and 7Wm 2 per I em, respectively, for 0 0 14.4", 45.8°, and 

72.4" within the range of precipttable water from 0.87cm to 4.20cm. (3) Ozone 

amount has some effect on r:bo, but very little I'. Roughly speaking, the 

sensitivity of l;b, to the amount of ozone is 4Wm 2
, 3Wm 2 , and 2Wm z per 0.1 

atm em. rt'spectivcly, for Oo - 14.4" ,45.8". and 72.4 within the range of 

ozone amount from 0.162 atm em to 0.648 atm - cm. (4) The surface roughness 
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without whitcaps shows little effect on J:b. and I'. (5) Whitecaps affect 1: •• 
and I' by >IOWm 2 when v >IOm/s , particularly in cases of small solar zernth 

angles. (6) The oceanic hydrosols show little effect on 1: ... and 1', oxccpt 

when they are of the pure scattering type in a turbid condition. For cxamplc, 

I:b. (I') decreases (increases) by 27.2 (26.5)Wm z 0 0 14.4" in comparison with 

no hydrosol case. 

r:b. may be roughly evaluated us1ng I' obtained from satellite observations 

by neglecting absorption by the atmospheric const1tuents (l!b.). but in thts 

procedure I:,, remains as an error. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of t:., . . 
I:: •• should be evaluated Simultaneously. Here I~ •• is affected by watrr vapor 

and ozone amount, where these effects could be evaluated using the1r strong 

spectral characteristics. llowever I:h. is affected by the atmospheric aerosols, 

and their effGct should be est1mated as wei I. Moreover, a prec1sc 1nvestigatton 

of the optical characteristics and turbidity of hydrosols would also be 

requtred to tmprove the accuracy of I:b•· To validate I:~. dertved from 

satellite observations, the atmospheric and oceanic parameters should also be 

compared with those derived by sh1p. The effect of the cloud layer on l:b. and 

I' is discussed tn the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Dependence of Shortwave Radiation Absorbed in the Ocean(I:b.) and 

Upward lrradiance at the Top of the Atmosphere (I') on Ci rrus Cloud 

Parameters 

5. l. Introduction 

In the prev1ous chapter , dependence of shortwave radiation absorbed in the 

ocean (I:b.) and upward irradianco at the Lop of the atmosphere (I') on 

atmospheric and occan1c parameters is computed under cloud less condition. For 

improvement a method to est1mate r:b- and r• from space, it IS destred that 

simulation of the radiation field should be carried out using more realistic 

models that inc lude cloud models . As for cloud, ci rrus is located at high 

alt1tudes. thus it plays an important role in the Earth radiation budget. The 

cirrus cloud is in general composed of crystals 1n various shapes. Recently the 

effects of the shape and orientation of the hexagonal ice crystals on solar 

radiation were examined by Takano and Liou (1989b) and Masuda and Takashima 

(1989) using the doubling adding method. 

In this chapter , first, dependence of I:b., together with 1' , on cirrus 

cloud parameters IS estimated us1ng a realistic plane para! lei, vertically 

inhomogeneous atmosphere ocean model in whi ch a cirrus cloud layer is 

included (Masuda and Takashima, 1990b). The effects of the thermodynamic phase 

of the cloud particles and the shape and orientation of the hexagonal ice 

crystals on I:b. and I' a re exam1ned especially where the hexagonal ice 

crystals arc assumed to be (l) randomly oriented 1n the space or (2) randomly 

oriented wi th their long axis in the horizontal plane. Further, a method to 

infe r r:b. and I' from the NOAA AVIIRR radi ometer, together with its accuracy, 

arc discussed. 

5. 2 Computational Method 

The upward trradiance at the top of the atmosphere (I') and radiation 

absorbed 1n the ocean (I:h.) dcftned by r·. I' ' were computed for the 

atmosphere ocean model includ1ng ctrrus cloud layer. Diagram showing the 

atmosphere ocean system is shown tn Fig. o. l. In addition to the "reference 
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Fig. 5. 1 Diagram showing the atmosphere ocean system. 

Okm 

I' Upward 1rradiance at the top of the atmosphere. 

r• t Upwanl irradiance just above the ocean surface. 

I • ! Downward i rrad iance just above the ocean sur face. 

I: b. : Radiation absorbed 1 n the ocean wh tch IS defined by I' - I • t. 
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atmosphere ocean system'' (RAOS) used in Chapter 4, a cirrus cloud layer is 

included in the layer between !Okm and llkm. Cloud models and single scattering 

properties of cloud part1cles have been described 1n Chapters 2 and 3, 

respectively. The vertical opt1cal thicknesses of the cloud layer together with 

aerosols and molecules arc shown in Fig. 5.2. The refractive indices of liquid 

water (llale and Querry, 1973) and ice (Warren, 1984) arc shown 1n Fig.5.3. 

The phase functions of hexagonal ice crystals arc computed us1ng the 

geometrical optics approximation (Chapter 3) . These computattons, however, 

consume much computer t1mc. Furthermore, the phase function docs not vary 

sign1f1cantly w1 th wavelength if the refractive index docs not change very 

much. Therefore, the wavel ength region is divided into 10 subregions, which are 

shown 1n Table 5. I, and phase functions of the hexagonal icc crystals arc 

computed for each subreg1on. The wavelengths and the corresponding refractive 

1nd1ces arc shown by dots in Fig.5.3. The single scattering albedo (w 0 ) , on 

the other hand, m1ght significantly affect I' and l'7b •• Here, woof the 

hexagonal icc crystals fo r the 108 wavelength intervals (Section 4.2) arc 

approximated by modifying woof the ice sphere (LS model) so that they are 

identical to w o of the ice crystals at the 10 wavelengths where the phase 

functions of icc crystals are com puted (see the Appendix B) . The approx1matcd 

w o at 69 wave I cngths between 0. 4 p. m and 2. 5p. m were compared with the w 0 

computed us1ng Eq . (12) 1n Takano and Liou (1989a) . Means and standard 

dev1ations of the difference were (0. 00056, 0. 00452) and ( 0.00267, 0.00930) 

for PL3 and CL3 models, respectively. Figure 5. 4 shows w 0 of PL3, CL3, ice 

spheres , and water spheres. The same procedure was applied for PL2 and CL2. 

lrradiances arc first computed by the doubling adding method for the 108 

wave lengths , and then they arc numerically integrated into broad band 

(0.285 5. 0p.m) 1rrad1ances. 

Swce the oxtinct1on cross section (a•·), scattering cross sect1on (a • ). 

and albedo for single scattcr1ng (w o a'/a') depend on the direction of the 

incident radiation 111 the case of the hexagonal icc crystals randomly or1cntcd 

with the long .uis •n the horizontal plane (Chapter 3) . the basic equation 

describing the transfer of solar radiation should be modified. 
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Fig. 5.2 Vertical optical thicknesses of the cloud layer adopted in the 

present computation. Vertical water or ice content of cloud arc assumed 

to be 2. 5gm ~ . lOgm ~ . 40gm z . ltiOgm z . and 640gm 2
• Optical thickness 

of aerosols and molecules are also shown. The case of A. 0.555p.m IS 

shown. 
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Fig. 5.3 (a)Rcal and (b)imaginary parts of the refractive index of water 

(II a I c and Qucr ry. 1973) and ice (Warren, 1984). Dots show the 

wavelength where the phase functions of the hexagonal ICC crystals are 

computed . 
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Table 5. I Wavelength subregions and representative wavelengths where phase 
funct1ons of the hexagonal ice crystals are computed 

ttm ttm Wm z • %'. 

(0.285 0. 445) 0. 37 177. 9 13 . 0 
(0.445 0.565) 0. 50 231 . 7 16. 9 
(0.565 0. 691) 0. 63 208. 6 15. 3 
(0.691 1.000) 0. 86 322. 1 23. 6 
(1.000 l. 300) I. 20 168.6 12.3 
(1.300 l. 900) I. 61 155. 5 11. 4 

(1. 900 2. 320) 2. 10 39. 8 2. 9 
(2.320 2. 600) 2.46 14 .4 1.1 
(2 . 600 3.500) 3. 10 22. 3 1.6 
(3 . 500 5.000) 3. 70 11. 1 0.8 

' Solar spectral i rrad iance. 
'' RatiO of solar energy in the subregion to the solar constant 

(l367Wm 2
; Iqbal, 1983) . 
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Fig.5.4 Single scattcr1ng albedo (wo) of the 3D type hexagonal icc crystals , 

icc sphere and water sphere cloud particles. 

(a) Cl. C2. C3, LL, (b) LS, PL3, CL3. In PL3 and CL3 , circles and solid 

I incs arc. respectively, w c from the geometr1ca I opt1cs approximation 

and those which arc 1nfcrred based on them and the LS model values (see 

the Appendix B). 
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Consider a plane parallel homogeneous atmospheric layer which contains n 

kind of particles such as molecules, aerosols, hexagonal icc crystals and so 

on . If the intensity of radiation I becomes l+dl after traversing a thickness 

dz!JJ. in the direction of 1ts propagation, then 

dl(z, Q) 

. 
+L: N, (z) 

; I 

" ~ L: N; ( z) 
; I 

. dz 
)~ N, (z) 
' I 

o~(JJ.)I(z,Q) 

dz 

dz 

4n: 
I a ;(JJ.' )P,(Q, Q' )I(z. Q' )dQ' 
4n: 

0' ~ ( JJ. 0) I z I n dz' 
----P,(Q , Qo)n:Fo exp{ 1: N,(z')o~( JJ.o)- }. 

4n: Z' 
1 JJ.o 

(5. 1) 

where N,, a 7, a: , and P, arc the number of particles per unit volume, 

extinction cross section, scattering cross section, and phase funct1on of the 

ith component, respectively. Q (JJ., ¢) is the directional element of the solid 

angle that r epresents the pencil of radiation where JJ. and ¢ are cos1nc of the 

zenith angle and the azimuth angle, respectively, and dQ dJJ.d¢ . n:Fo IS the 

flux density of incident solar radiation normal to its direction. z is the 

vertical path length measured upwardly , with z. being the top hc1ght of the 

layer . Note that a~ and a; are functions of JJ. of incident rad1at1on for 

nonspherical particles oriented randomly in a horizontal plane, and P, IS 

normalized to unity in the manner, 

4 n: 
I P,(Q,Q')dQ 
4n: 

1. (5 . 2) 

In order to describe the transfer equation in terms of the optical thickness , 

we introduce a distribution function m,(JJ.) according to Asano(l983), defined 

as 

(5. 3) 

where a, • is the extinctiOn coefficient associated with the vertical 

direction, i . e ., a7 • a··(JJ. 1). Using m,(JJ.), a•· and single scattering albedo, 

wo (JJ.) , a (JJ.) can be expressed as 

(5. 4) 
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Note that for nonsphcrical particles or1ented randomly in a horizontal plane, 

a ~ ( 11 ) a ~ ( 11 ) , a : ( 11 ) a ~ ( 11 ) , m 1 ( 11 ) m. ( 11 ) • and w o , ( 11 ) w o , ( 11) where 

11 denotes a downward d i rect1on with a posittve 11 value varying between 0 and 

I. For spherical particles or nonspherical particles oriented randomly in a 

space, these functions are independent of .u. and m.(.u) - 1. 

Total optical thickness of the layer is expressed as 

" 
'r; >: 1: I f 

I 
(5. 5) 

where 1:, is the optical thickness of the ith component. llcre, 1: and 1: I arc 

measured downwardly from the top of the layer( r 0). By assum ing homogeneity of 

the layer, 

(5.6) 

where 

d-e, a:'N,(z)dz, (5. 7) 

(5.8) and 

= f:' m,(p.')w o,(p.')P (Q,Q') -r. I~ m (p.) 't, (5.9) 
' • I 

Using Eqs. (5. 3) 

where M( 11) 

WP( 11. ¢;fl. .. ¢') 

(5. 9) , Eq. (5.1 ) can now be expressed as follows: 

1 
J WP(.u,¢;1J.',¢')J( r, Q')dQ' I( r • Q) 

4n 4n 

W P( fl. , <P ; fl. o, <P o) n flo e x p ( r / 11 ( fl. o ) ) , ( 5. I 0) 
4n 

1: ' ' ( 5. 11) and 

Equation (5 . 10) 1s the same as the basic t r ansfer equation for the optically 
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isotropic case of one particle component, for example Eq. (6.5) in Liou (1980), 

except for the replacement of terms 11 and w oP(Q,Q') with /'1(11) and WJ>(JL, 

¢; 11'. ¢' ), respectively . 

The phase function for cloud particles has a sharp for ward peak. In order 

to properly account for this peak in numerical integrattons, thousands of 

Fourier components arc needed in the phase function expansion. To optimize the 

com putational ef f ort, the truncatiOn procedure of the forward peak, wh tch is 

similar to Takano and L1ou (l989b) , is adopted as follows: 

0 ' 1 -
1
- J P, ' (Q ,Q' )dQ , whe re P,' is the truncated phase funct1on. 

4n 4n 

P,"(Q,Q') P,'(Q,Q')/(1 o,) , m, '(IJ.) m,( fJ.)(l o.wo,(!J.)), 

Wo,"(l1) Wo,(fJ.){J 0,)/(1 O,Wo,(IJ.)) . 

P,(Q,Q'), m,(IJ.), and wo.(/J.) in Eqs. (5.11) and (5 . 12) arc replaced by 

P,*(Q,Q'), m, ' (l1), a nd w o , ' (l1) , respectively. 

5.3 Dependence of I;b. and l' on Cirrus Cloud Parameters 

Figure 5. 5 shows!' and I;bo as a function of the solar zentth angle COoL 

The cases of VWC lOgm 2 for Cl , C2, and C3, and VWC 160gm 2 for LL, LS, PL3 , 

CL3, PL2, and CL2, are shown. For comparison purposes, the cloudless case (RAOS 

i n Chapter 4) is also shown. I' for the cloudless case is almost the same as 

for e o<?O" On the othe r hand, I:: b. mono tonically decreases wIth 0 0 · For 

e xample, I' is 93Wm :~ , 91Wm ~ . and 95Wm 2
, r e spectively, fo r Oo 6.3". 30.4 " 

and 60.0" . whereas l::'b. i s 1018Wm 2
, 859Wm- z. 424Wm 2

, r es pectivel y. In the 

cloudy cases, I ' is larger than that in the cloudless case, but an oppos 1 tc 

trend is shown for l:;'h• · It s hould be noted that I' and r;b. arc not 

monotonical fun c tions of opti ca l thickness of the cloud layer (r) . !<'or 

e xampl e , although r for LL IS larger than that for C2, I' (I;b.) for LL is 

smaller (la rger) than that for C2 . Simi Jar features are also seen between PL3 

and CL3 . This is because I' and I:~o are also functions of w o and the shape of 

the phase function (asymmetry factor as a first approximation) in addition to 

1: . For the 20 cases (PL2 and CL2), 1:, w o and the shape of the phase function 

depend on the dt r cctton of the 1nc1dent radiation. Consequently, I' and I:b. 
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Fig.5.5 I' (a and b) and I: b,(c and d) as a function of the solar zenith angle 

(eo). 

r :Vertical optical thicknesses of the cloud layer. 

The cases of VWC lOgm 2 for Cl, C2, and C3 and VWC-160gm- 2 for LL, LS, 

PL3, CL3, PL2 , and CL2 are shown. 
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show different features from those for the 3D cases. I ' (I;b.) for CL2 shows a 

trend of decrease (increase) compared with the CL3 for 0 o<l0° . For PL2, I 

and I:, .. show irregular features wi th respect to Oo. This is mainly attributed 

to the fact that the radiation is scattered tnto limtted directtons for the 

PL2 , and wo and the shape of the phase functton do not vary smoothl y wtth 

respect to the direction of the incident radtation (Chapter 3). Thus I' and I;b. 

arc significantly affected by the shape and or1cntatton of the icc c rystals . 

Fty,ure 5.6 s hows I' and J:b. as a function of the ve rti cal opt ica l 

thickness of the cloud layer at 0 o 30" and 60" . For compar ison purposes, 

ranges of and r:b. for cloudless cases arc shown on the left side of the 

figures based on Table 4.1. The center bars arc I ' and r: b. for the RAOS (line 

3 in Table 4.1). I' (I;b.) 1ncreascs (dec reases) monotonically wtth the opttcal 

thtckncss . To esttmate the effect of the cloud types on I' and I : b, , the 

dispersion of I' and I ~ ... among various c loud types arc computed at ~ I and 10 

(Table 5. 2) . As for !:.I' I at~ - ! for() 30° , first , I' is Interpolated 

from the data in Fig.5.6(a) for nine cloud models. Then, I 61' I is defined as 

I' (ma x) I ' (min), where these are maximum and minimum values , respectively, for 

the cloud models tn each cloud group (in each row) in Table 5. 2. Values of the 

o th er co lumns arc calculated in the same way. For "all clouds," I !:.I ' I and 

61 : ,. 1 are greater than 30\rlm 2 even in the case of~ l. This dispersion 

becomes smaller as the c I oud types are spec tf 1 ed. I 6 l' I and 6 I: b. I 

decrease to <I /3 o f the "all clouds" values for Cl, C2, and C3, which arc 

composed of r e lattvc ly small size water spheres . I 6 I' I and 6 r:b. I fo r LL 

and LS. whe re the refractive indices are different, arc s maller than any of the 

o thers. For all tee c rystal cases , I !:.I' I a nd I 6I:h.l are rather smaller 

than those for all cloud cases , but they have a much greate r dtsperston than 

l OWm ~ I 6 I' I and I 6 I: h, I , due to the d 1 ffere nce of the shape of the tee 

crystals (PL3 , CL3) . is reduced to about half of those for all tee crystal case 

(PL3. CL3 , PL2 , CL2) . 6 I , and 6 r: h. ' due to the difference of the 

o ri entat ton of the icc crystals (PL3, PL2) and (CL3, CL2) are smaller than 

those due to the dtffercnce of the shape, however, they are not al ways <lOWm 2 

Thus the dtspersion of I' and I:b. due to the cloud types are generally greater 
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than lOWm ~ . Therefore. it JS essential to g1ve the thermodynamic phase of 

cloud particles. the shape and or1entation of the ice crystals as cirrus cloud 

parameters for improving the accuracy of simulations that 1nclude the cirrus 

cloud layers. 

5.4 Relationship between Radiance at the Top of the Atmosphere and I~h• and I' 

To develop a mon1toring techn1que for estimating I' and r:b. from the 

radiance observed by the satellites, relationships between radiance (R) at the 

top of the atmosphere and f (or I: ~ .) are 1nvcst1gated for different vertical 

water contents (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8). The result from a cloudless model is 

Indicated by the symbol A. Results for the cases of Bo 30 •. so· and 0 s·' 
45• at ¢ ¢ o 180. arc shown. The effective wavelength of 0.63/lm is adopted 

for the radiance, which corresponds to Channel 1 of AVHRR onboard the NOAA 

mrteorological sate! I itc or the vJsJble channel onboard the GMS sate! lite. The 

1ncident irradiancc at A. 0.63/lm per unit area normal to itself is normalized 

to unity. The traces for PL2 arc obviously different from the others. To 

evaluate the accuracy of I ' and I~, derived from the rad1ance (R), the 

dispersion of I' and l~h• among various cloud types at a fixed radiance value 

(R 0. 05) arc computed (Table 5. 3). llere, 1 f) I' 1 and f) I :b. are obtained in 

a stmilar way to Table 5. 2. For example, I ' at R-0. 05 is interpolated from the 

data in F1g.5. 7 for cloud models except for PL2. Then, I f)l' I is defined as I' 

(max) I '(min), where these are maxtmum and minimum values, respectively, for 

the cloud models in each cloud group. For a II cloud types, f) I' and 
1 6 I;b. l arc 25 lOOWm l for the Oo, e. and¢ ¢o values presented here. It 

shows that when I' and I:b. are inferred from R wi thout any information on 

cloud type. errors of these magnitudes could be contained. The radiances near 

0 -. B and ¢ ¢ " presented here show relatively smooth changes (Fig. 6.3) . The 

error could be larger 1 n 0 o, 0 , and ¢ ¢ o where rad iancc changes greatly wi th 

respect to these angles. 1 61' , and 61:, .. 1 for Cl, C2, and C3 arc mostly 

smaller than JOWm 2 except for I f) I' 1 at 0 ~ 30• and 0 s·. 6I' 1 and 

6 I:7~o. 1 for LL and LS are of the same order as those for Cl, C2, and C3 . For 

1cc crystal clouds. except for PL2. they could be larger than 50Wm l. Thus even 
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if information about thermodynamic phase (discrimination between ice and water 

cloud) IS avai table, 1rrad1anccs would not be retrieved having an accuracy 

better than lOWm 2
• , 6 I • · and 6 I:b. . due to the difference in the shape 

of the ice crystals (PL3. CL3), are generally smaller than those due to the 

difference of the orientation (CL3. CL2), but neither can be neglected. It 

should be noted that the requ1red accuracy of irradiancc is for the monthly 

average over relatively broad areas, wh ereas 161'1 and l61:h.l discussed 

here arc the dispersion of the Instantaneous 1rradiancc at a g1vcn locat1on. If 

the errors in I' and 1: ... have the characteristiCS of random errors, they could 

be reduced by averaging. However, it seems probable that differences in the 

cloud type would produce systematic errors rather than random errors. 

Therefore, to derive I' and r:~ more accurately than lOWm z from satcll1te 

measurements . it is first necessary to know the thermodynamic phase of the 

cloud, second, the shape and orientation of the ice crystals arc essent1al 

parameters in the case of the 1ce cloud. 

5. 5 Summary and Conclusions 

To find a method to infer the shortwave radiation (0.285 5.0/Lm) absorbed 

in the ocean (1:~.) and the upward irradiancc at the top of the atmosphere (I') 

from meteorological satellites, I:b. and l' wore computed using a real1stic 

plane para! lei. vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere ocean model, where a cirrus 

cloud layer is included. The dependence of I:t.. and I' on cirrus cloud 

parameters, such as the thermodynamic phase of the cloud part1cles and the 

shape and orientation of the hexagonal ICC crystals, was espec1ally 

investigated to discuss the contribution of these parameters to measurement 

accuracy. 

The dispersion of I' and 1;". (I 61' I and I 61:' •• 1) among all n1nc cloud 

types considered in this paper are >30Wm 2 and >150 Wm 2 for the cloud optical 

thickness of r 1 and 10, respectively, for Oo 30" For all hexagonal 1ce 

crystal types (PL3, CL3. PL2, and CL2). both I 6 I' 1 and 1 6 I:~· 1 are ~30Wm l 

and ~100 Wm 2 at r 1 and 10, respectively for 0 o 30" . These values have 

much more than an accuracy of IOWm 2 that is required for climatological 
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applications (for example, WMO, 1984, 1986). Therefore, it is essenttal to give 

the shape and orientatton of the ice crysta ls as cirrus cloud parameters for 

1mprov1ng the accuracy of simulation for the atmosphere model in which a cirrus 

cloud layer IS 1ncluded. 

To develop a monitoring technique for estimating I' and I:b, from the 

radiance observed by the satellites, the relationship between radiance 0. =0. 63 

p..m) at the top of the atmosphere (R) and I' (or I;.) was investigated for Oo 

30° . 60o and 0 6° . 46° at ¢ ¢ a 180° R for PL2 shows small change with 

-r , and it seems difficult to derive l' and I~ •.• from R. Except for PL2, the 

d1spersion of I and I~ •• due to the cloud types ( • 61 ' and 61; I ) range 

from 25\tlm z to lOOWm ~ at R 0. 05. For ice crystal (except for PL2) , they could 

be larger than 50Wm 1 6 I' and 6 I:' b. 1 due to the d i ffcrence of the 

shape of the icc crystals (PL3, CL3) and those due to the difference of the 

orientation (CL3, CL2) could be ~30Wm z and ~65Wm z . respectively. These seem 

to be systematiC errors that cannot be reduced by averaging. Therefore, to 

derive 1' and l':'b< accurately from satellite measur ements, it is necessary to 

know the shape and or1entation of the ice crystals in addition to the 

thermodynamic phase of the cloud. Note that results shown in this chapter arc 

for a particular cloud model. The ice crystal particles are assumed to be 

hexagona l col umns or plates . the orientation is randomly or iented in space 

(PL3, CL3) or randomly oriented in the horizontal plane (PL2, CL2), the size of 

the icc crystals is ftxed, the cloud consists of a homoge neous single layer, 

and so on. An actual cloud would not necessarily satisfy such conditions. In 

partiCtilar, the effect of size and rat10 of radius to length of part1cles 

should also be considered. 
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Chapter 6 Deriving Cirrus Information Using the Visible and Near IR Channels 

of the Future NOAA AVIIRR Radiometer 

6.1 Introduction 

Optical characteristics of a Cirrus cloud, such as optical th1ckness, water 

content, and the shape, dimension, orientation and thermodynamic phase of the 

cloud particles, arc noted as essential components for understanding the 

mechanism of climate change or for 1mproving weather forecasts. ~valuat1on of 

its characteristics is also required to derive surface parameters remotely from 

space. But these characteristics arc not known proc1sely partly because Cirrus 

clouds occur at high altitudes in tho atmosphere (sometimes above the lower 

clouds) , and are not easily observable from ground stations, and partly because 

satellites cannot measure their precise characteristics , particularly if they 

are thin. 

For these investigations, first of all, the effect of parameters of cirrus 

clouds on the radiation in the atmosphere should be evaluated by numerical 

simulation using realistic models of atmosphere, Cirrus clouds, and earth's 

surface. Numerical computations of the radiation field including the effects of 

c1rrus clouds have been carried out by Plass and Kattawar (1971), L1ou (1974), 

Stephens (1980) , Asano (1983) and other s. In their works, however, the cirrus 

particles arc approximated by cylinders, by spheres with the refractive index 

of ice, or by Henycy Greenstein phase funct1ons . Trankle and Greenler (1987) 

showed the multiple scattering effect of hexagonal ice crystals in halo 

phenomena by the Monte Carlo method . However , due to the ltmited memory space 

and CPU time of computer, a precise evaluation of phase functions used for 

radi~tive transfer equation has not yet been made, espec1al ly for 1ce crystals 

randomly oriented in a horizontal plane. Recently the effects of the shape and 

orientation of hexagonal 1ce crystals on the solar radiation were examined by 

Takano and Liou ( 1989b) and by Masuda and Takash1ma (1989, 1990a) using the 

doubting adding method. 

From the measurement point of v1ew, many cloud radiation experimental 

studies, such as the International Cirrus Experiment (Raschke and Rockwitz, 
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1989), have evolved during the past several years. Curran and Wu (1982) 

analyzed data observed from Skylab to determtnc cloud top thermodynamtc phase 

and particle stze using the fact that ice exhibits relatively strong absorption 

at about l.Slp.m whereas water shows weak absorption . Furthermore, this 

wavelength ts proposed as Channel 3A (1.56-1.66p.m) for the AVHRR of the NOAA 

K,L and M satcllttes (Sparkmam, 1989; Ahmad et al. , 1989); therefore, raptd 

progress IS e xpected in retrieval technique of cloud paramete r s using this 

wavelength together wtth the modified AVHRR Channels 1 (0.58 0. 68p.m) and 2 

(0.84 0.89p.m) . 

In this chapter, the reflectance and radiance of the upwelli ng radiation at 

the top of the atmosphere are computed at the effective wavelengths of AVHRR 

Channels I (0 . 63p.m), 2 (0. 86p.m) and 3A (l.Sip.m) using the single scattering 

phase functions and albedo for s1ngle scattering fo r (l) hexagona l icc c rystals 

random l y or1ented in space; (2) randomly oriented with long a x is in the 

horizon t al plane as shown by Ono (1969) and Platt et al. (1978) ; and (3) 

spherical water particles , which have been shown tn Chapter 3. The effects of 

the water content and optical thickness of the cloud layer, thermodynamic phase 

of the cloud particles, and t he shape and orientat i on of the hexagonal ice 

crystals on the r adiation at the top are firstly estimated for the a bove 

wavelengths . A retrieva l technique of cloud parameter s for the next generation 

NOAA meteo r o logical sate! l ite is then d is cussed . Fina l l y, compari son o f the 

computational results of radiance wtth the Skylab observations is shown. 

6. 2 Reflectance of the Atmos phe re-Ocean System 

In thts chapter the reflectance (p) of the upwelling radiation at the top 

of the atmosphere -ocean system arc computed at the effective wavelengths of 

0. 63p.m, 0. 86p.m, and 1.6lp.m for the visible and nea r-infrared channels of the 

future NOAA AV II RR radiomete r. The atmosphere ocean system used in this cha pter 

is sltghtly changed compared wtth that in Chapters 4 and 5. The changed 

parameters arc as follows: (1) the inhomogeneous atmosphere ts simulated by 

four homogeneous sublayers (0-5 km, 5 lOkm, 10 1lkm, 11 100km) , (2) the ver tical 

aerosol opttcal thickness is normal 1zed to 0. 250 and 0. 873, respectively , fo r 
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the clear and the hazy models at A 0.55p.m (aerosol type is f1xcd to the 

ocean 1 c type), (3) the ocean is ass umcd to be homogeneous with an opll ca I 

thickness of 10. 0 at 0. 63p.m, and 0.86p.m. The atmospheriC optical thtcknesscs 

for e xt inction a r e shown in Table 6. I . 

The p values (Appendix A) for A 0. 63p.m, 0. 8Sp.m, and l.Slp.m arc shown 

in Figs . 6. l (a) . (b) , and (c). respectively, as a function of solar zentth 

ang le (eo) fo r nine cloud particle types. vwc IS assumed to be 40gm z . Because 

of unity of wo at A 0. 63p.m and 0. 86p.m, p is mainly affected by the opttcal 

thtckness of the cloud layer and the shapes of the s1ngle scattertng functtons . 

For the 2D plates (PL2), p varies rather irregularly with Ou. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, t h is is mainly attr ibuted to the fact that the r ad 1ation is 

scattered in l1mited dirccttons for the 2D plates . The p values for CL2 arc 

relattvely smaller at fJ o-o· and 90" than those for PL3, CL3. LL and LS. This 

is mai nl y caused by the fact that <cos8> is l a r ger for CL2 1n these r eg ton 

[Fig. 3. 4(a)) . The p values fo r PL3 , CL3, LL and LS show simtlar trends with 

respect to 0 o . The scaled optical thtckness r ' t (l - <cos8>)X r • is often 

used to describe the radiation pr operties of clouds (Curran and Wu, 1982) . Fo r 

PL3 , CL3, LL, and LS, r • is 0. 1884 , 0. 2219 , 0. 1306, and 0. 1237, respecti vely, 

at 4 0. 63 p.m. The magnitude of p shows good correspondence to that of r' 

For e xample, it tS 0. 255, 0. 274 , 0. 235 and 0. 229 respectively for PL3, CL3. LL 

a nd LS at B 0 60" . The p val ues fo r Cl, C2 and C3 a re larger than the others . 

For examp le, tt is 0. 573, 0. 636 and 0. 760 respectively for Cl, C2 and C3 at Oo 

-so• . The corresponding r ' values are 1.608, 2.375 and 5. 857. 

The pat A 0. 63p.m shows si mi lar characteristics to that at 0. 86p.m 

e xcept at 0 0 >-70° . The p at A 0. 63p. m decreases at 0 o-90" . Such a 

decrease was not noted tn the case of the cloud alone (not shown). Therefore, 

thts decr ease seems to be caused by the absorption by ozone tn the stratosphere 

above t he c i r rus cloud (r .b. 0. 0258 at altitudes 11 100km in the present 

model) . On the othe r hand , this decrease at Bo-90" is not seen at A 0.86p.m. 

The main absorbtng constituent at A 0. 86p.m is water vapor, whtch is mostly 

be l ow the cloud layer. Above the cloud layer, r .t- due to water vapor is 

practically negltgible (9 . 20XIO :') . At 4 1.6lp.m, the P is also a functiOn 
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Table 6. 1 Atmospheric optical thicknesses for extinction 

Wavelength ( IL m) 0. 63 0. 86 l. 61 

"'olccules ' 0. 090 0. 072 0.057 
Aerosol clear 0.254 0.260 0.252 

hazy 0.885 0. 907 0.879 
Cloud " C1 10. 708 10.877 11. 373 

C2 15.077 15.378 16. 655 
C3 31.517 33.416 43. 508 
LL 1. 095 1. 098 l. 112 
LS 1. 098 1. 101 l. 112 
PL3 1. 951 1. 951 l. 951 
CL3 1. 612 1. 612 l. 612 
PL2 2. 899 2. 899 2.899 
CL2 1. 826 1. 826 1. 826 

· Optical thicknesses for molecules are mean values over 
the wavelength t 0. 04 Jl m. 

Optical thtcknesses for VWC of 40gm 2 are shown for clouds. Factors 1/16, 
1/4 , 4 and 16 should be mu1 ti pi ied for VWC of 2. 5gm 2

, lOgm 2
, 160gm 2

, and 
640gm 2

, respectively . 
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Fig. 6. 1 Reflectance at the top of the atmosphere as a functton of the solar 

zenith angle (0 0 ). (a) A 0.63/Lrn, (b) A. 0.86pm, (c) A l.61pm. 
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of w 0 , which in turn greatly depends on the imag1nar y part of the refract ive 

1ndex. As shown in Fig. 3. 5, w o for water spheres is larger than that for ice 

particles . As a result, the p of LL 1s larger than that for LS, PL3 , CL3 , PL2 

and CL2 at al most a l l solar zenith angles . The pat .:t 1.61tLm dec reases 

slightly at 0 0 ~9o· : th1s is ma1nly due to the absorption by C02 above the 

cloud layer (-r •b• 0. 00510) . Thus 1t is seen that the reflectance at the top of 

the atmosphere depends greatly on the thermodynamic phase of the cloud , and the 

shape and orientat1on of the hexagonal ice crystals , even if the water content 

is 1dentical. 

Figures 6. 2 (a) . (b), and (c) show the p at .:t 0. 63tLm. 0. 86tL m. and 1. 61 

tLm . respectively , as functions of ve r tical ly measu red optical t h ickness (-r) 

for e- so· . Simi Jar features are seen for different 0 0 values e xhlbl Ling 

larger 1ncreases with Oo . In the case of .:t 0. 63tLm. where little absorption 

cx1sts . p 1ncreases logarithmically with -r in t he r egion of mode ra t e -r : 1<-r 

20. The difference of p among all nine cloud types is ~0 . 1 with a fixed -r . 

It is ~0 . 03 for smal I water particle (C1 , C2 and C3); ~0. 015 fo r LL and LS, 

whtch have differ ent refractive indices each other with same di mension; ~o. 1 

for al l hexagonal ice crystal cloud (PL3, CL3 , PL2 and CL2) ; ~0 . 06 fo r 3D 

types (PL3 . CL3) ; ---0 . 08 for 2D types (PL2, CL2) . At .:t 0. 86p.m, similar 

features arc seen e xcept fo r the magnitude of the diffe r ence : ---0. 16 fo r all 

cloud mode l s . In t he case of .:t l. 6 l tL m, whe r e so me absorpt ion e xi s ts, p 

Increases logarithmically with -r 1n the reg1on 1<-r <10 . The incr eases fo r 

water parttcles a r e much larger than those for ice particles. Consequently, 

diffe rences of p for these g roups incr eases with 'l: . For e xa mpl e , t ho rat i o of 

the Pat -r 10 to that at -r 1 is ---2. 6 fo r Cl , C2 , and C3 and ~1.4 fo r PL3 , 

CL3, PL2. and CL2, respectively . At -r 10 , the difference of p between all 

nine cloud types is ---0. 5; it IS ---0. 04 fo r C1 . C2 and C3; ~0. 20 for LL a nd 

LS; ---0 . 05 for PL3, CL3 , PL2 and CL2; ~0 . 005 fo r PL3 and CL3 ; ---0. 01 fo r PL2 

and CL2 . 

It should be noted that the p of 2D ice crystals (PL2 and CL2) shows a 

different trend with respect to 0 u than the other cloud models (Fig. 6. 1) . As a 

consequence. 2D clouds exhibit htgher p values than those of water clouds for 
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some 0 o. For example, The p of PL2 is the largest of all cloud models at 

o ... -n.s· at A. O. S3pm and 0. 86pm (not shown) . 

Thus the shape, orientation , and thermodynamiC phase of cloud particles, as 

well as the optical thickness or water content , affect the reflectance at the 

top of the atmosphere. Therefore, these parameters should be cons1dcred for 

Earth radiation budget retrievals that 1nclude a cirrus cloud layer. 

6.3 Upwelling Radiance at the Top of the Atmosphere 

To evaluate the effect of the water content and cloud type on radiances 

measured by the AVHRR onboard the NOAA satellite, the radiance (Appendix A) 

at the top of the atmosphere ocean model was computed. Figures 6. 3 (a) (t) show 

the upwelling radiance for the nine types of cloud models considered in th1s 

paper at A. 0.63pm for Oo 30° and so· In the principal plane(¢ if> o 

0 180. ). Vertical water contents are assumed to be Ogm 2 (0) , 2. 5gm ~c • ), 
~Ogm 4 (X) and S40gm 4 ( 0 ). Corresponding verti cally measured optical 

thicknesses are shown in the figures . The radiance of 3D icc crystal layers 

(PL3, CL3) shows sim ilar characteristi cs to that of spher ical parti cle layers 

(Cl , C2 , C3 , LL, LS) with respect to the observation angle ( 0 ) . For the very 

thin layers ( I for LL, LS, PL3, CL3) , radiances arc similar to those without 

cloud (0). In these cases , reflection by the ocean surface (I.e., sungl1nt) 

appears through the cloud layer at the specular direction ( 0 30" • ¢ ¢ 0 o· 
fo r e 0 30" ) . llowcvcr for 0 0 so· . it shifts slightly towards the horizon ( e 
....... 75 ° • ¢ ¢ 0 0 ° ) 0 

Small peaks due to the backscatter1ng by aerosols and cloud parttcles arc 

shown at 0 Oo , ¢ if>o 180" . For 0. 5<-c:<2.0 (X for LL, LS, PL3, CL3and I 

for Cl , C2. C3), characteriStics of the cloud particl es appear clearly in the 

radiances, corres ponding we ll to the peaks of the si ngle scattering phase 

functions [F igs.3. l(a) and (b)] . Small peaks arc seen at e-12· 1n if> if> o o· 
fo r 0 n so· for PL3 and CL3 , whi ch correspond to the 46" halo. As the opt tcal 

thickness increases (>10) , radiances arc smoothed out w1 th 0 and the peaks 

become relatively small. For PL2 [F ig.6.3(h). there appear some optica l 

phenomena even in the very thin cloud layer ( ). As the opt1cal thickness 
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~ig.6 . 3 Radiance of the upwelling radiation at the top of the atmospher e in the 

principal plane. A. 0. 63.um. (a)Cl , (b)C2, (c)C3, (d)LL, (e)LS, (f)PL3, 

(g)CL3 , (h)PL2, (i)CL2 

()n: solar zenith angle. Abscissa denotes the nadir angle of 

observat1on (()) with the solar plane on the left(¢ ¢o o·) and the 

antisolar plane on the r ight(¢ ¢o 180• ) . The incident flu x pe r 

un i t area no r mal to itself is normal izcd to unity at the t op. 
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i ncrcases, four I argc peaks are noted. The peaks at 0 0 o in ¢ ¢ o o· and 

180" correspond to the subsun and subparhel ic circles , respectively. The latter 

may be partly attributed to the scattered radiation as the source of the 

former. The peak at 0 -15" in ¢ ¢ o 0" for 0 u SO" corresponds to the 

subcircum:t.enithal arc [Fig.3.2(b) J. The other peak at 0-15" 1n ¢ - ¢ " 180" 

for 0 0 so· is due to the multiple scattering effect, as such a peak docs not 

appear for the single scattering case [ Fig.3.2(b) l . The peak at 0-82" in¢ 

¢ o· for 0 11 30" corresponds to the subcircumhor1zontal arc (Takano and Liou, 

1989a). The other peak at 0 -82" in ¢ ¢ o 180" for 0 o 30" seems to be a 

result of the multtplc scattering effect. For CL2, there appears few optical 

phenomena due to cloud particles in the very thin cloud layer (I) . As the 

optical th t ckncss i ncrcases, the subsun appears at 0 0 o in ¢ ¢ o o· 
Thus upwelling rad1ance at the top of the atmosphere for PL2 and CL2 shows 

optical phenomena such as subsun and subparhelic circle that arc not seen for 

3D icc crystal (PL3 and CL3) and spherical particles (LS and LL). The 

observation of these phenomena make it possible to dlsCrlmJnatc the state of 20 

icc crystals (PL2 and CL2) from the others. 

S.4 Downwcl ling Radiance JUSt above the Ocean Surface 

Downwcl ling radiance JUSt above the ocean surface for c1rrus cloud composed 

of hexagonal icc crystals shows optical phenomena such as halo and antchclion 

that arc not seen for spherical particles . These phenomena could be useful to 

identify cirrus cloud characteristics from surface observations. 

Figures 6.4 (a) (i) show the diffused downwelling radtancc just above the 

ocean surface at .'t O. S3ttm for Oo 30" and so· in the principal plane(¢ ¢o 

0 180" ). where the radiation directly transmitted through the atmosphere is 

not Included. Vertical water contents are the same as Fig. S. 3. Sharp peaks due 

to the strong for ward scattering by the aerosols and cloud parttclcs (Figs. 

2. 2, 3.1. and 3.2) arc seen at the solar direction (0 Oo 1n ¢ if> o-0") for 

alI cloud models when 1: is not large. In the cases of 1: 10, radianccs (except 

for PL2) arc almost smoothed out shov11 ng decreases towards the horizons . The 

radiance of spherical particle layers (Cl , C2, C3, LL, LS) shows similar 
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Fig.6.4 Diffuscd radiance of the downw elling radiation just above the ocean 

surface in the principal plane. Radiat ion directly transmitted through 

the atmosphere is not included . .'t 0. 63ttm. (a)Cl, (b)C2, (c)C3, (d)LL, 

(e)LS, (f)PL3, (g)CL3. (h)PL2, (i)CL2 

0 0 : solar zenith angle. Abscissa denotes the zenith angle of 

observation ( 0) with the solar plane on the left (¢ ¢ o• ) and the 

antisolar plane on the right(¢ cf> o-180" ). The incident flux per 

unit area normal to itself is normalized to unity at the top. 
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characteristics one another with respect to tlw obs0rvation angle (0). ~·or PJ.3 

and CL3, halos are seen at the d i reeL 1ons ---22° and ---46° away from the solar 

direction. The 22° halo of CL3 is larger than those of Pl.3. This is attributed 

to the single scattering phase function which is larger at 22" for Cl.3 

[Fig. 3. l(b) ]. 

For PL2 and CL2, there appear some opt i ca I phenomena: some of them 

correspond to the peaks of s1ngle scattering phase functions wh1ch have been 

shown in Fig.3.2. For PL2, parhelic circle is seen ate 0, in¢ ¢( 180". 

Peaks at 0 ---so· in ¢ ¢ 0 oo for 0 0 30" and at () ---22" In ¢ ¢0 oo for 0 u 

so· are the ci rcumhoriZOntal arc and the Clrcumzenithal arc (Greenlrr, 1980), 

respectively. Other peaks seem to be results of the multiple scattering effect. 

For CL3, the upper tangent arc is seen ---22° away from the solar dtrection 

towards the zenith, and the lower tangent arc is seen ---22• away from the solar 

direction towards the horizon. At 0 Oo in¢ ¢o 180", theantehel1on IS 

shown. Other small peaks seems to be results of the multiple scattering effect. 

It should be noted that the rad1ances shown in F1gs.6.3 and 6.4 arc for a 

particular cloud model: the ice crystal particles are assumed to be hexagonal 

columns or plates , the orientation is randomly oriented in a space (3D) or 

randomly oriented in a horizontal plane (20), the size of the ice crystals is 

fixed, the cloud consists of a homogeneous single layer, and so on. The 

particles in an actual cloud would not necessarily satisfy such condittons. 

Therefore, the pattern of radiance shown in Figs.6. 3 and 6.4 would be smoothed 

out or modified for real clouds. 

6.5 Interrelationship between Radiances at 0.63p.m (or 0.86p.m) and l.61tLm 

The upwcl ling rad1ance at the top of the atmosphere 1s greatly affected by 

the thermodynamic phase of the cloud particle due to the dtfference of 

magnitude of the imaginary parts of the refractive indices between water and 

icc (Table 3. I) at ;t 1.61 ,um, whereas this dtfferc>nce ts small at A 0.63.am 

and 0.86,um. Making use of this feature should enable distingutshing the 

thermodynamic phase of c louds from satellite measurements. Figure 6.5 (a) (f) 

show the interrelationship between the upwelling radiances in 0.63,um (or 0.86 
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(a) 0 o 60• , 0 s• . ¢ </> o- 180• , clear aerosol IIIOdel, 0.63t.tm YS 

1. 61 ttlll. 
(b) Snn as (a) buL for 0 =46• 
(c) Sa11e as (a) but for </> </> o=so· 
(d) Sa11t> as (a) but for 0 o=3o· . 
(c) Sa11n as (a) but for hazy aerosol model. 
(f) Sa111n as (a) but for 0.86ttll vs 1.61JLII. 
The incident flux per unit area normal to itself is normalized to 
unity .1L the top. Cloudless model is indicated by A. 
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1 o• 

J.Lm) as absc1ssa and l.61J.Lm as ordtnate with changing vertical water content 

(2. 5gm 2 , lOgm 2 , 40gm 2
, 160gm l 640gm ). The cloudless model is ind1cated 

by the symbol A. The incident flux per unit area normal to itself 1s normal1zed 

to unity at the top. 

Figure 6. 5(a) IS the case for e o=60° • e -6° • 4> 4> 0 180° . and the clear 

aerosol model (-r 0. 250) using wavelengths of 0.63J.Lm and l.6lttm. For PL2, the 

radiances at both wavelengths at first decrease and then increase with the 

increase in water content, whereas radiances of the other cloud models Increase 

monotonically. There appear to be significantly different traces of rad1ances 

between those associated with the smaller water particles (Cl, C2, C3) and 

those of the hexagonal icc crystals (PL3, CL3, PL2, CL2) . ~·or exampl e, the 

radiance at 1.61J.Lm [R(1.6lt-Lm)] is l.OXlO 2 ~1.2Xl0 ~fo r PL3, CL3 and CL2 

when R(0.63J.Lm) is 5.0Xl0 2
, whereas they are 5. 5Xl0 ~---6 . 2XIO z for Cl, C2 

and C3. Traces for LL and LS cloud types lie between the above two groups. For 

LL (water sphere), 1L IS nearer the Cl, C2, C3 group. For LS (1cc sphere). 1t 

is rather similar to LL in the case of small ~ater content, but 1L approaches 

the PL3, CL3, CL2 group with increase of water content. 

Thus the difference between traces of radiances for the Cl , C2, C3 group 

and for the PL3, CL3, CL2 group is much clearer than that for LL and LS types . 

Here it should be noted that the cases of LL and LS were considered as 

reference models. Therefore, the feasibility of discr1m1nating the cloud 

thermodynamic phase from satellite data is more clearly asccrtatncd compared 

with the simulation using only LL and LS type cloud mod e ls. 

In Figs.6.5(b) and (c), 0 and 4> - ¢o are changed to 46° and 90o, 

respectively. General features described above are the same as for Fig.6.5(a) 

although the magnitude of the radiances is different. In Fig.6.5(d), Oo ts 

changed to 30°. Roughly speaking, traces of radiances arc similar to those 1n 

Fig.6.5(a), but the difference among PL3, CL3 and CL2 becomes larger . For 

example, R(l.61J.Lm) is l.4Xl0 2 ~1.9Xl0 2 for PL3, CL3 and CL2 when R(0.63 

J.Lm) ts 5.0 Xl0 2
, whereas 1L is 5.4Xl0 l-5. 9Xl0 2 for Cl , C2 and C3. 

In Fig.6.5(e), the atmospheric condition is changed from clear (-r 0. 250) 

to hazy model (-r 0. 873). The coordinates without cloud (indicated by A) 
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shifted from (0. 0075, 0. 0026) for the clear model [Fig.6. 5(a)l to 

(0. 0150,0.0102) for the hazy model. The latter coordinates in the hazy model 

correspond to the point where the optical thickness for Cl, C2 and C3 is 0. 5--

1.0 for the clear model l F1g.6. 5(a) '· This example shows that partiCularly 1n 

the case of th1n cloud layer, the background atmospheric cond1tion should 

simultaneously be derived from satellite. 

In Fig.6.5(f). the abscissa is the radiance at A.. 0.861-Lill instead of at 

0. 63f.Lm. Rad1ances on the ordinate are the same as Fig. 6. 5(a). In the abscissa, 

however. R(0.86f.Lm) IS smaller than R(0 . 63{.Lm) 1n Fig. 6.5(a) for the case of 

small water contents. This feature was also noted in the other conditions where 

0 0 , e, </> </> 0 and atmospheric cond i t1 ons were changed. Therefore, the 

d1fference in t.he abscissa between R(0.63{.Lm) and R(0 .86{.Lm) seems to be due to 

the d1fference of the wavelength dependence of the background molecules and 

aerosols rather than that of the cloud layer. Coordinates of cloudless model 

(indicated by A) are (0.0075,0.0026) and (0.0040, 0. 0026) for rig.6.5(a) and 

(f). respectively. 

These results show that a combination of 0. 861-Lm and 1.6l{.Lm is more 

su1table than that of 0. 631-Lm and 1.611-Lm for the analysis of cloud field from 

NOAA meteorological satellites, particularly for thin cloud layers . It should 

be noted that the above result would not be applicable in the angles of 0 o, 0 

and </> </> o where optical phenomena due to 2D icc crystals (PL2 and CL2), such 

as subsun and subparhelic circle, are dominant. 

As for the feasibility of remote sensing of aerosols over the oceans from 

present NOAA meteorological satellites during cloudless conditions, the effect 

of water vapor absorption in Channel 2 has been pointed out by Masuda et al. 

(1988). In the remote sens1ng of cloud, however, Channel l (0. 63{.Lm) seems to 

be more affected than Channel 2 (0. 86~-Lm) due to the absorption of the 

background constituents as d1scussed before. Optical thickness of the 

absorption by molecules in the Channel 2 band (0. 725 l.l{.Lm) in the present 

NOAA meteorolog1cal satellites IS computed to be 0. 00526 by LOWTRAN6 in the 

rcg1on above llkm for midlat1tude summer model . This value is about 1/5 of 

0.0258 in Channell (0 . 59 0.671-Lm in the present study). Therefore, the problem 
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of water vapor absorption in Channel 2 ts not so important 1n cloud remote 

sensing. 

It is expected that one can distinguish llw thermodynamiC phase of cloud 

particles from space using multichannels that inc:lude J.6l{.Lm. Discrimination 

of the orientation of the ice cloud crystals, except for the PL2 type, seems to 

be difficult by the method described in this section. 

6. 6 Comparison of Computational Results with Skylab Observations 

Curran and Wu (1982) have analyzed Skylab obscrvat1ons of the radiation 

reflected and emitted by clouds to determine the thermodynamic phase, particle 

size and temperature of lee wave clouds over northern New Mexico in December 

1973. They have presented the poss1blc conclus1on that the clouds arc composed 

of supercooled water droplets based on the near Infrared (0.83{.Lm, 1.61f.Lm, and 

2 . 125~-Lm) radiation transfer properties of clouds. 

Skylab was launched on 14 May 1973 into ncar circular orb1t at an altitude 

of 435km above the Earth. Curran and Wu (1982) analyzed reflection functions 

from three near infrared channels out of 13 channels of multispectral scanner 

which scanned the Earth at a constant observation angle of 5o , where the solar 

zenith angle at the time of observation was 62° . The cloud tops were close to 

an altitude of lOkm above mean sea level. The soundings at Albuquerque on I 

December showed a temperature of-- 42° Cat the lOkm level. Table 6.2 shows 

the reflection function averaged over 100 picture clements at 0.831-Lm and 1.61 

{.Lm for sixteen locations over the cloud. Here the "reflection funct10n" (R•) 

1 s de f i ned by 

R•(f.L,/lo, </> </>o) (n/{.Lo)·R(f.L,f.Lo, </> </> o)/(n Fo), (6 . I) 

where /l, f.Lo, </> </>o, R, and nFo arc cosine of the observation nad1r angle, 

cos1nc of the solar zenith angle, difference of azimuth angles between the 

incident and reflected radiations, radiance at the top of the atmosphere, and 

the incident solar flux density normal to its direction at the top of the 

atmosphere, respectively. The reflection funct1on thus defined represents the 

rat10 of the radiance at the top of the atmosphere to an ideal I•mbert surface 

for which the albedo IS unity (Curran and Wu, 1982). When the solar flux 
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Table 6. 2 Area averaged reflection function (after Curran and Wu. 1982) 

Local ion R' (0. 83p.m) R' (1.6lp.m) 

A l. 021 0. 690 

B 0. 923 0. 620 

c 0. 922 0. 599 

D 0. 910 0. 959 

E 0. 825 0. bl8 

F 0. 818 0. 591 

G 0. 755 0. 537 

H 0. 749 0. ::,29 

I 0. 709 0. 502 

J 0. 705 0. 521 

K 0. 495 0. 24 5 

L 0. 481 0. 366 

~ 0. 462 0. 420 

N 0. 459 0. 436 

0 0. 425 0. 408 
p 0. 374 0. 354 
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density incident on the top of the atmosphere 1s normalized to unity (Tt.Fo \), 

Eq . (6 . 1) becomes, 

R'(p. , P.o . ¢ - ¢o) (Tt./P.o)·R(p. , fl.o , ¢ if>u). (6.2) 

Therefore the radiance values described in the prev1ous sections are converted 

to the reflection function by multiplying a factor or Tt./P.o. Figure 6. 6 

illustrates the 16 pairs of reflection function at 0.83p.m and 1.6lp.m 

presented in Table 6. 2. The curves shown in Fig.6. 6 arc theoretical 

calculations relating the reflection functions calculated by Curran and Wu 

(1982) . Curves are shown for zero ground albedo and for the 

wavelength dependent ground albedos found at a locat1on of cloudless areas. The 

theoret ical curves ar e generated by doubling method for a plane pa rallel cloud 

layer which contains spherical water droplets or icc clouds . where the 

background molecules and aerosols are not included. The size distribution 

funct1on for the particles used by Curran and Wu (1982) IS the modified gamma 

distribution in the fo rm, 

n(r) constant · r 11 :lb)/b . e r/(.bl, (6 . 3) 

where n(r)dr is the number of pa r ticles per unit vo lume with radius between r 

and rtdr. Pa ramet er s a and bare Lhe effective radius (r .. ) and a dimension less 

effective variance (v.) . respecti vely. Note that this distribution funct1on IS 

essentially the same as that for Cl , C2 , and C3 cloud models descr ibed 1n 

Chapter 2, although express1on is slightly different each other. The parameters 

(r, , v,) for the distributions used in Fig. 6. 6 are (5 . 56p.m, 0. 111) for the 

upper cu r ves in each phase and (16. 2p.m, 0. 128) for lower curves. The mode 

radii , givon by r,. · (l 3v,.) , fo r each case arc 3. 7fl.m and lO.u m. res pectively. 

The refracti ve indices used by Cur ran and Wu (1982) is 1. 33 iO. O, 1.317 i8. 55X 

10 'for 0. 83p.m and 1.6lp.m, respectively, for water droplets, and 1.33 10. 0. 

l. 293 i3. 8X 10 4 fo r ice clouds. Based on the rcflect10n function of R' 

(0. 83)>0. 7 in Fig 6. 6, Curran and Wu (1982) estimated that the effective rad1us 

is 5. 7t l.lp.m <r .< I0. 6+l.Op.m for water, and 1.41 0. 6p.m <r.<3. 5+0. 5p.m fo r 

1cc, respectively. The ave raged similarity parameter (s .. s,) , which is def1ned 

by 

{(l wo)/(1 <cos8>wo)}'n, (6. 4) 
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Fig.6.6 Reflection function at 0. 83p.m vs 1.6lp.m. The data points from 

Table 6.2 are shown as black dots . The absolute error is drawn on one 

sample point and is repr esent ing of each of the samp le points . 

0 o: solar zenith angle, 0: observation nadir angle . 

Mode rad1us of the particles is shown on the right of the curves . 

Numerals 1n parentheses are similarity parameter (s. r.,) 

(after Curran and Wu, 1982) . 
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was 0.1 67 + 0. 018. Similarly, from the reflecti on funtt1ons of 0.83p.m versus 

2.125p.m, they estimated that 6.1 f 0.6p.m <r, <9.1 I 0.6p.m for water, and 3. 4 t 

0.5p.m <r.<5.8 + 0.4p.m for ice, respectively. The s1m1larity parameter (s z. , 211 ) 

was 0 . 288 + 0. 014. From these esttmatcd radii, Curran and Wu (1982) concluded 

that the clouds arc composed of supercooled water droplets whose effec tive 

radii range from -Sp.m to -lOp.m. 

Figure 6. 7 shows the reflection function of our computational results at 

0. 86p.m vs 1.6lp.m. The data potnts from Table 6.2 arc shown as black dots 

except for the locat1ons A and D, because thes~ two pairs cannot be found in 

the figure of reflection function at 0.83p.m versus 1.6lp.m shown by Curran and 

Wu (1982) . For theoretical curves, the solar zcni th angles ( 0 o) arc so· and 

ss· • the observation nadir angle ( 0) iss· • and the azimuth dtffcrcnces arc 

o· , so· and 180" . Background molecules are for midlatitude summer region. 

Aerosols are the oceanic type tn the clear condttion. The surface wtnd speed ts 

5m/s wi thout whitecaps . The effect of hydrosols is excluded . The wavelength, Oo 

and 0 are s I ightly different from those by Curran and Wu (1982). ~·urther, 

property of the surface in our model IS not the same as the observations. 

However, the effect of the surface does not seem to be very stgn1f1cant at R' 

(0. 83p.m) > 0. 6 O'ig. 6. 6) . From ~'ig . 6 . 7 , the clouds seems to be composed of 

water droplets whose mode rad ius is greater than severa l microns rather than 

hexagonal ice crystals wh ose dimensions are ranging from several ten microns to 

several hundred microns. This result is in agreement with that by Curran and Wu 

(1982) . 

If the clouds wore composed of hexago na l icc crysta ls, what SIZO of 

crystals would give such magnitude of reflection functions? A rough estimation 

IS given as follows on the assumption that hexagonal tce crystals are randomly 

oncntcd in space (PL3 or CL3). First, the asymmetry factor, <cose>. was 

estimated to be ranging from 0. 65 to 0. 90 for 1cc spheres whose rad1us < 30p.m 

from Mi e scattering theory by Curran and Wu (1982); here, <cos8> is assumed to 

be in the same range for PL3 or CL3 whose size 1s of the same order. Next, the 

w o for PL3 or CL3 is assumed to be approximated by Eq . (12) by Takano and Liou 

(1989a) as a function of the radius (a) and length (/) of the icc crystal and 
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crystal layers, it varies within ~0.06 . The reflectance is higher for water 

clouds than for 3D ice crystal clouds, but for some eo, a 2D cloud exhibits a 

higher reflectance than that of a water cloud . At 4 1.61/.lm, the reflectance 

is mainly affected by r and the thermodynamic phase of cloud. For e 0 -60° the 

reflectance of a water cloud increases with an increase of r, whereas that of 

an ice crystal cloud does so little. This characteristic may be mainly due to 

the difference in the imaginary part of their refractive indices. 

The radiance of 3D type ice crystal clouds changes rather smoothly with 

observation angle (0), exhibiting an angular distribution similar to that of a 

water cloud, except that it shows halos ~22° and ~46° away from the solar 

direction. The radiance of 2D type ice crystal clouds (PL2 and CL2) exhibits an 

irregular change wi th 0 . Furthermore, for PL2 clouds such optical phenomena as 

subsun are noted even if r is smal I (~0 . 2) . This is typical of 2D type ice 

crystal clouds. With the aid of satellite data from a l.6l11m channel and from 

either a 0. 63/.lm or 0. 8611m channe l, d iscrimination among cloud types (water 

cloud, ice crystal cloud, and PL2 cloud) is possible when -r is moderate or 

large. In this case, data from the 0.86 11m channel are more suitable for the 

analysis rather than those from the 0. 6311 m channel because of the smaller 

absorp tive effect of stratospheric ozone together with the smaller molecular 

scattering. Finally, the computational result of reflection function was 

compared wi th the Skylab observations . From the reflection functions at 0.8611m 

and 1.61/.lm, the observed clouds seems to be composed of water droplets whose 

mode radii is greater than seve ral microns. This result is in agreement with 

that by Curran and Wu (l~8Z) . 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

A numerical simulation was carried out to estimate the effects of cirrus 

cloud parameters (e . g., optical thickness, water content, and shape, dimension, 

orientation, thermodynamic phase of the cloud particles) on the earth radiation 

budget, and to develop a method for deriving cirrus cloud parameters over the 

ocean using the visible and near-IR channels of the future series of 

satellite-borne NOAA AVHRR radiometers. In this thesis, first, the optical 

properties of single scattering were examined in Chapter 3 for (1) hexagonal 

ice crystals randomly oriented in space; (2) randomly oriented with long axis 

in the horizontal plane; and (3) spherical water particles. Next, dependence of 

radiation absorbed in the ocean (I; •• ). together wi th the reflected radiation 

at the top (P), on atmospheric and oceanic parameters including cirrus cloud 

parameters was estimated using a realistic plane parallel, vertically 

inhomogeneous atmosphere- ocean model in Chapters 4 and 5. A method to infer I:b. 

and I' from the NOAA AVHRR radiometer, together with its accu racy, was 

discussed. Finally, in Chapter 6, a retrieval technique of cloud parameters for 

the next-generation NOAA meteorological satell i te was discussed. 

The dependence of r:b. and I' on various atmospheric and oceanic parameters 

is shown in Chapter 4 under a cloudless condition. For this cloudless 

condition , we have the following conclusions. (1) r: •. and I' depend mainly on 

the atmospheric turbidity. Different aerosol types also affect r: •.. (2) 

Precipitable water also affects r;b., but have little effect on 1'. (3) Ozone 

amount has some effec t on I:bo, but very little on I' . (4) The surface 

roughness without wh itcaps shows little effect on r: •. and f'. (5) Whitecaps 

affect I;b, and I' when v >lOm/s, particularly in cases of sma l l solar zenith 

angles. (6) The oceanic hydrosols show little effect on r;b. and I', except 

when they are of the pure scattering type in a turbid condition. I: •• may be 

rough ly evaluated using I' obtained from space by neglecting absorption by the 

atmospheri c constituents (I: b. ) , but in this procedure I: •• (irradiance 

absorbed by the atmosphere) remains as an error. Therefore, to improve the 

accuracy of I:." I~ ~ . should be evaluated simultaneous ly. Moreover, a precise 

investigation of the optical characteristics and turbidity of hydrosols would 
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also be required to improve the accuracy of I:t. • . 

The dependence of I; • and I' on cirrus cloud parameters, such as the 

thermodynamic phase of the cloud particles and the shape and ortentation of the 

hexagonal tee crysta s . ,s discussed in Chapter 5. The disperston of I' and I:b. 

u I c1nd u l * b • among all nine cloud types constdercd 10 this thesis 

are "30\rlm 2 1nd '>150 ',¥m ' for the cloud optical thickness of "C I and 10, 

respectively for 0 30" . For all hexagonal ice crystal types (PL3. CL3, PL2 

and C L2), both 6 I' are ~30Wm 2 and .-......100 Wm 1 at "C l and 

10, respcCLtvely for 0 30• These values are much larger than the accuracy 

of IOWm 2 that is reQuired for climatological applications . Therefore, it is 

essential to gtvr the shape and orientation of the icc crystals as cirrus cloud 

parameters for tmprovinp, the accuracy of simulation for the atmosphere model in 

wht ch a ctrrus cloud layer is included. In Chapter 5, the relationship between 

radtancc (A. 0.6:3ttm) at the top of the atmosphere (R) and I' (or I:b.) is also 

investigated. Except for PL2. the dispersion of I' and I:t.. due to the cloud 

types range from 25Wm l to lOOWm 2 at R-0.05. For icc crystals (except for 

PL2). they could be larger than 50Wm 2
, which is due to differences tn shape 

and orientation of hexagonal ice crystals . These seem to be systematic errors 

that cannot be reduced by averaging . Therefore to derive I· and I:~. 

accurately from sate IIi te measurements, it is necessary to know the shape and 

orientation of the ice crystals in addition to the thermodynamic phase of the 

cloud. 

In Chapter 6, radiance of the upwelling radiation from the model 

atmosphere ocean system is computed at A. 0.63ttm. 0.86ttm. and 1.61J,Lm, whi ch 

correspond to the effective wavelengths of the visible and ncar IR channels of 

the futurf' ~ OAA AVIIRR radiometer. The radiance of 3D type icc crystal clouds 

(PL3 and CI.3) changes rather smoothly with observation angle (0), exhibiting 

an angular distrtbutton Similar to that of a water cloud. The radiance of 2D 

type tcc crystal clouds (PL2 and CL2) exhibits an irregular change with e. 
Furthermore. for PL2 clouds such optical phenomena as subsun arc noted even if 

"C is small (~0.2). This is typtcal of 2D type ice crystal clouds. With the 

aid of satf'llitc data from a 1.61J,Lm channel and from either a 0. 63ttm or 0. 86 
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ttm channel , discrimination is possible among cloud types (water c:loud, icc 

crystal cloud, and Pl.2 cloud) when "C is moderate or lary,c. In this c:asc, data 

from the 0.86ttm channel arc more suitable for the analysts rather than those 

from the 0. 63 tt m channc I because of the sma I I cr absorptive effPct of 

stratospheriC Oi'.one top;ethcr with the smatler molecular scattering. Comparison 

of the computational results of reflection function with the Skylab 

observations is also described in Chapter 6. 

The results shown in this thesis arc for a particular cloud model: the icc 

crystal particles are assumed to be hexagonal columns or plates, the 

orientation is randomly ortented in space (PL3, CL3) or randomly ortented 10 

the horizontal plane (PI.2, CL2) , the size of the icc crystals is ftxcd, the 

cloud consists of a homogeneous single layer, and so on. An actual cloud would 

not ncccssari ly satisfy such conditions . In particular, the effect of stzc 

parameter (size/wavelength ratio) and ratio of radius to length of icc 

particles should also be tnvesttgated . Recently, polarization measurements from 

satellites, such as EOSP (Earth Observing Scanning Polartmctcr) and POLDER 

(Polarization and Oirccttonal ity of Reflectances), are proposed (WMO, 1990). 

Therefore , this work should be extended for the case involving polarization 

informatton. 
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Appendix A Basic Radiative Quantities 

Consider the differential amount of radiant energy dE A. in a time interval 

dt and in a specified wavelength interval A. to A. +dA., which crosses an 

element of area dA dep icted in Fig. A. 1, and in directions confined to a 

differential solid angle, which is oriented at an angle e to the no rmal of dA. 

This energy is expressed in terms of the monochromatic radiance R A. by 

dEA.- R~cosedQdAdA.dt. (A. l) 

From Eq . A. 1, the monochromatic rad iance is expressed by , 

R.l.=dE/(cos e dQdAd A. dt) . (A. 2) 

Thus the radiance is in units of energy per area, per time, per wavelength, and 

per ste radian (Wm 3 sr - ') . The radiance R~integrated ove r the wavelength region 

is denoted by Rand is called the integrated radiance (Wm- 2 sr- •); namely , 

fA. 2 

R- R.l.dA., 
A., 

(A. 3) 

where A. , and A. z are lower and upper boundar ies of the wavelength region 

considered. 

The monochromatic flux density or the monochromatic irradiance (Wm- 3 ) of 

radiant energy is def ined by the normal component of R.l. integrated over the 

enti re spherical solid angle and may be written as 

(A. 4) 

In polar coordinates , we write, 

I 2 n: I n: 12 
F, R ( 8 . ¢)cos n sin e rl e d ¢ . 
" 0 0 }.. 

(A. 5) 

The total flu x density or irradiance (wm- 2 ) is obtained by integrat ing the 

monochromatic flux density or the monochromatic irradiance over the wavelength 

region, 

fA. 2 

F F.1.d L 
A. , 

The dimensionless monochromatic reflectance is defined by , 

PJ.. F.1./(p. o n:F o.l.) , 
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(A. 6) 

( A. 7) 

z 

X 

rsin8d¢ 

~~- rd 8 

Fig. A. l Diag ram representing a so l id angle in polar coordinates. The 

different ial a rea in polar coordinates is given by 

da - (rde)(rsined¢), hence , the differential solid angle is 

dQ da/ r 2 -sineded¢ . 
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where F1 , p. 0 , and n: Fn are the upward monochromatic flux density, cosine of 

the direction of the incident radiation, and the monochromatic flux density of 

incident radiation normal to its direction. Similarly, total reflectance is 

obtained by, 

p - F/(p. on:Fo ) . (A. 8) 

The angular distribution of the scattered energy is described by the phase 

function P. For spherical particles or hexagonal ice crystals randomly oriented 

in space, the phase function is a function of the scattering angle e which is 

defined as an angle between the incident and scattered radiations . The optical 

properties described hereafter may be a function of wavelength (A) , but symbol 

A is omitted for simplicity. In this thesis , phase function is normalized to 

uni ly such that , 

1 f27tfn: 
-- P(8)sin8d8d¢ =1. 

4 1t 0 0 
(A. 9) 

The shape of the phase function could be usefully characterized by a single 

numbe r which is called the asymmetry factor <cos8 > expressed by, 

<cose > 1 JZn:Jn: 
-- P(8)cos8sin8d8d¢ . 
4 n: 0 0 

(A . 10) 

<cos8> varies between 1 and 1. 

The phase function for the ice crystals randomly oriented in the horizontal 

plane is a function of the direction of the incident and scattered radiations. 

In this case the phase function is normarized to unity such that, 

1 f 2n:fl fl 
-- { P(p.,¢; - p.o , ¢o)dp.t P( P. , ¢; - p. o,¢o)dp.}d¢ =1. (A. ll) 

4n: 0 0 0 

where fl. o and ¢ o are cosine of the zenith angle and azimuth angle of the 

incident radiation, and p. and ¢ are those of the scattered radiation, 

respectively. Here p. and P.o are positive. In Eq . A. ll, p. 0 and p. show that 

the directions of the radiations are upward, whereas - p. 0 and p. show that the 

directions of the radiations are downward, respectively . The incident radiation 

is assumed to be from above. <cos e > is expressed by, 
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<cos e > 
1 f2n:fl 

-- { P(p.,¢; fl. o,¢ o)cos8dp. 
4 n: 0 0 

~ J~( p.,¢; P. o,¢ o)cos8dp.}d¢ 
0 

where cosine of the scattering angles are obtained by, 

cos8 -- p.p. o+ ((l p. 2 )(1 P. o2 )) ' ncos(¢ ¢ o), 

for the first term, and 

cose - /1-fl.o~((l p. 2 )(l fl. o2
))'/

2 cos(¢ ¢ o). 

for the second term, respectively . 

(A.l2) 

(A. 13) 

(A. 14) 

The radiation incident on particles is partly scattered and partly absorbed 

by the particles. The scattering cross section (a·: m2
) is an area such that 

the total energy scattered by the particle is equal to the energy of incident 

radiation falling on a •. Similarly, the absorption cross section (a • : m2
) is 

an area such that the total energy absorbed by the particle is equal to the 

energy of incident radiation falling on a • . Further the extinction cross 

section (a": m2
) is defined as the sum of a • and a •. Albedo for single 

scattering (w o a' / a " ) is the ratio of the scattered energy to the total 

energy removed from the incident radiation. For the ice crystals randomly 

oriented in the horizontal plane, <cos8>, a' , a·. a ", and w o are functions 

of the zenith angle of the incident radiation . The dimensionless optical 

thickness ( r) between two points of sa and S z is defined using the extinction 

cross section by, 

r J Sza "(s)N (s)ds , (A. 15) 
s , 

where N(s) is the number density of particles per unit volume (m 3
). 

The radiance Ro becomes R0 ·exp( r) after passing through the medium of optical 

thickness of r . 

Appendix B Single Scattering Albedo of the Hexagonal Ice Crystals 

The single scattering albedo (w o) might significantly affect I ' and r; •• . 

Unfortunately, the computations of phase functions for hexagonal ice crystals 

consume much CPU time using geometrical optics approximation. Therefore, in the 
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present simulation w o are computed at 10 wavelengths shown in Table 5.1. w o 

for all 108 .vavPiengths are approximated by modifying woof the icc sphere (LS 

model), which arc computed from ~ ie scatter1ng theory, so that they are 

identical tow of the icc crystals at the above 10 wavelengths. The procedure 

is as foll0ws. 

Let w.,, be the single scattering albedo of the hexagonal ice crystals at 

the wav Plcngth ?. ~ for 1 l. .. n, . Similarly let w, • be the Single scaLtering 

albedo of the :.s model at the wavelength A~ for J l. .. n . llerc, n, and n. are 

10 and 108, respectively . 

step I. Compute the co albedo ci and c~ for 1. .. n. and for J l. .. n. , 

respectively. c~ 1 WJ~ and c~ 1 wo~ 

step 2. Interpolate the co albedo of the LS model at A, for l. .. n. (c' 7) . 

If A , ' A i then c'; ci : A; > A~. then c ' • c• •. 

otherwise c';-c~ ~-~<c: c~ tHA~-A:-.)/(A: ;t~ ,) where A! - 1 < A ~< A.~ . 

step 3. Compute the ratio of c': to c ~ for i =l. .. nc (r , ) . 

If c ' ~;0 and c~:O then r c ' •fc< : other~~tis e r I. 

step 4. Interpolate r , at A; for j-1. .. n, (r ' ) . 

If A;< A 'i then r~ - r a : A!> l •• c then r ' r .c . 

o therw i sc r j = r • . a ~ ( r, - r, t) ( A ~ A ~- 1) I (A t A ~ 1) where A ~ 1 < A ; <A k. 

step 5. Compute the co-albedo c; for j~l ... n • . 

c.: c~/r :. 

step 6. Compute the albedo for single scattering for hexagonal icc crysta ls 

wn.: for j I. .. n • . 
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